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Dear Global Investor,              April 29th, 2022 
 

RE: INTAC Investment Commentary 2022-Q1 
 
 
This INTAC Investment Commentary 2022-Q1 (“IIC”) covers the following topics: 
 
 INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE VS. RELEVANT BENCHMARKS REVIEW & ANALYSIS 

(Pages 1 - 5) 
 
 UPDATE ON SOME CURRENT INVESTMENT POSITIONING AND POTENTIAL 

INVESTMENTS & STRATEGIES (Pages 5 - 14) 
 
 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CURRENT INVESTMENT STRATEGIES, STUDIES, 

ANALYSIS, AND INDICATORS USED TO ASSIST ME WITH GENERATING INTAC’S 
STELLAR RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE PERFORMANCE SINCE 2015-YE (Pages 14 to 15) 

 
 REBALANCING & WHERE WE ARE IN THE ONGOING GOLD AND PRECIOUS METALS 

MINING SHARES / FUNDS / ETF’S AND/OR GOLD AND/OR SILVER BULLION AND/OR 
RELATED INVESTMENTS (“G&PM”) SECULAR BULL MARKET (Page 15 to 16) 

 
 AS PREDICTED INFLATION IS ADVANCING IN A TWO STEPS FORWARD ONE STEP BACK 

PROCESS... THIS SECTION CONTAINS UPDATED VALUE ADD RESEARCH ON THE EVER 
IMPORTANT & EVOLVING INFLATION DYNAMIC INCLUDING G&PM CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR THE SHORT, MEDIUM, AND LONG TERM (Pages 16 – 27) 

 
 THE UNITED STATES FEDERAL RESERVE AND TREASURY AND MOST OTHER GLOBAL 

MONETARY & FISCAL POLICY MAKERS ARE WALKING TIGHTROPES THAT ARE GETTING 
“TIGHTER”...  THEIR ABILITY TO MAINTAIN GROWTH, EMPLOYMENT AND FINANCIAL 
STABILITY... IN CONSIDERATION OF THE MASSIVE DEFICITS, DEBTS AND UNFUNDED 
LIABILITIES RESULTING FROM THEIR UNTETHERED MMT AND WEALTH EFFECT 
POLICIES OVER MANY YEARS... WHILE EMBARKING ON A LATE & ACCELERATED TWO 
FISTED FIGHT AGAINST RAGGING INFLATION... MAY BE CALLED INTO QUESTION... & 
WILL PUT “THE FED & US TREASURY HAS YOUR BACK STATUS” TO THE TEST OVER THE 
COMING QUARTERS AND YEARS (Pages 28 – 31) 

 
 GEOPOLITICS - AS I FORECAST THE CHINA / RUSSIA STRATEGIC BLOC CONTINUES TO 

ADVANCE STRATEGIES THAT INCREASE THE UNITED STATES AND ITS ALLIES DEBT & 
INFLATION WHILE REDUCING GDP / PRODUCTIVITY IN THEIR ONGOING PURSUIT OF 
THE GLOBAL DEBT SUPERCYCLE RESET (Pages 31 – 48) 

 
 SPROTT GOLD EQUITIES STRATEGY - Q1 2022 COMMENTARY (PAGES 49 – 53) 
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 INTAC G&PM RELATED CHARTS (Pages 54 – 122) 
 
 LIST OF IMPORTANT CALENDAR EVENTS THAT CAN AFFECT THE G&PM SECTOR (I.E. 

FOMC MEETING & NFP DATES FOR 2022) (Pages 123 – 124) 
 
 CONCLUDING REMARKS & GOLD SECULAR BULL MARKET CHARTS (Pages 125 – 131) 

 
 PLEASE READ IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS AT THE END OF THIS COMMENTARY (Page 

132) 
 
 

INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE VS. RELEVANT BENCHMARKS REVIEW & 
ANALYSIS: 
 
INTAC is pleased to report that the INTAC Investment Philosophy Aggressive has GAINED 57.5% from December 
31st, 2021, to April 15th, 2022, and 503.8% since 2015-YE to April 15th, 2022, in USD terms, and these returns are 
net of all management fees and all expenses.  SINCE 2015-YE, MY MULTI STRATEGY - MODEL DRIVEN 
G&PM FOCUSED INVESTMENT & RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS HAS DELIVERED 
SIGNIFICANT ALPHA/OUTPERFORMANCE, RELATIVE TO ALL G&PM ETF’S / FUNDS / & 
INDICES AND RELATIVE TO MOST ALL FUND MANAGERS GLOBALLY (i.e. that we are aware of). 
 
My Multi Strategy – Model Driven - G&PM Focused Investment & Risk Management process commenced on 
December 31st, 2015 and has significantly outperformed all relevant and comparable G&PM Strategies and G&PM 
Mining Indices since 2015-YE (i.e. that we are aware of).  Specifically, INTAC has significantly outperformed all 
non-leveraged G&PM Mining ETF’s, all leveraged G&PM Mining ETF’s, all actively managed G&PM Mining 
Funds, and all G&PM Mining Indices, in USD dollar terms, as well as Gold Bullion and the S&P 500 Index (not a 
relevant comparable).  Please refer to the INTAC Performance Review table below: 
 

 
 
From December 31st, 2021, to April 15th, 2022, INTAC massively outperformed SIL, SILJ, GDX, and GDXJ and 
outperformed the leveraged gold mining ETF’s (i.e. NUGT and JNUG).  This outperformance by INTAC included 
Resolute Mining Limited (RSG-ASX) finding a bottom at around $0.24 AUD and closing out the period at $0.395 
USD up only slightly from the December 31st, 2021, price of $0.39 USD.  It was nice to have a period were RSG-
ASX did not reduce the Alpha / Outperformance I worked so hard to generate.  That said, I view RSG-ASX as 
storing massive value / energy for our portfolio that I expect will be released when Mr Market decides the time is 
right.  Often such timing has to do with a strategy that the market maker with the big controlling block of shares 
has.  For example, the strategy might be to initially crush the stock price down... then accumulate a much larger 
holding over an extended period at deep value discounted prices and while also causing massive volatility (e.g. 
100% rallies $0.24 to $0.48 AUD followed by 50% declines $0.48 to $0.24 AUD) until most all investors are 
whipsawed out of their share positions.  Once the required accumulation is attained or the max time for the strategy 
is reached the market maker will run the stock price up (e.g. $0.24 AUD up to $2.40 AUD) - while coordinating 

INTAC Performance Review:

Investment / Index / ETF
% Chng Period
(Dec 31, 2021 -
Apr 15, 2022)

2021 % Chng
(Dec 31, 2020 -
Dec 31, 2021)

2020 % Chng
(Dec 31, 2019 -
Dec 31, 2020)

2019 % Chng
(Dec 31, 2018 - 
Dec 31, 2019)

2018 % Chng
(Dec 31, 2017 –
Dec 31, 2018)

2017 % Chng
(Dec 31, 2016 –
Dec 31, 2017)

2016 % Chng
(Dec 31, 2015 –
Dec 31, 2016)

Cumm % Chng
(Dec 31, 2015 -
Oct 14, 2021)

INTAC Investment Philosophy Aggressive 57.5% -22.2% 54.0% 83.2% -37.4% 32.1% 111.2% 503.8%
S&P 500 Index -7.8% 26.9% 16.3% 28.9% -6.2% 19.4% 9.5% 114.9%
Gold Bullion Spot Price 7.9% -3.6% 25.1% 18.3% -1.6% 13.2% 8.5% 86.1%
Global X Silver Miners ETF (SIL) 7.5% -19.6% 37.5% 32.6% -23.3% 1.7% 73.5% 113.1%
ETFMG Prime Junior Silver Miners ETF (SILJ) 21.2% -23.5% 31.1% 54.7% -29.2% -5.7% 137.3% 198.2%
VanEck Vectors Gold Miners ETF (GDX) 27.6% -11.1% 23.0% 38.8% -9.3% 11.1% 52.5% 197.8%
VanEck Vectors Junior Gold Miners ETF (GDXJ) 21.7% -22.7% 28.3% 39.8% -11.5% 8.2% 64.2% 165.6%
Direxion Daily Gold Miners Index Bull 3X (NUGT) 56.1% -26.3% -60.2% 99.1% -44.8% 3.7% 57.3% -17.8%
Direxion Daily Junior Gold Miners Index Bull 3X (JNUG) 40.9% -46.8% -85.6% 81.3% -48.1% -20.4% 79.7% -85.4%
The above INTAC returns are for all client account invested capital, whom did not change their investment philosophy and/or client margin and/or contribute / redeem capital from their investment account during the period, 
and are net the annual management fee and expenses but exclude any potential performance fee.  Investment returns may vary (i.e. higher or lower) from those listed above for clients whom made such changes / alterations 
over the period.  Returns are calculated by Mark Andrew Robinson (Compliance for INTAC) and verified by Deloitte & Touche.
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closely with the company as all the great news seems to then flow out -  for a 5X to 10X RETURN depending on 
the average entry price.  Such a strategy can take a few years to play out and I would not be surprised if something 
like this occurs for RSG-ASX.  In any event our investment RSG-ASX will likely be a volatile journey and will 
require patience. 
 
INTAC’s significant Alpha / Outperformance relative to all gold and silver mining ETFs listed above (i.e. both 
leveraged and unleveraged) was in part a result of my investment strategies and associated models (e.g. G&PM 
market timing models, G&PM sector rotation models (e.g. gold and silver), G&PM market capitalization and beta rotation 
models (e.g. large cap / mid-cap / small cap), among others) continuing to provide significant Alpha / Outperformance, 
again, in 2022 (i.e. which was a very difficult and whipsawing G&PM market especially in the earlier months).  
INTAC’s Outperformance was also a result of select deep value investments being made over the period (e.g. in oil 
and gas companies and a high-grade nickel mining company with operations in Russia) which pro-offered 
meaningful unrealized gains, over the later part of the period, and potentially offer diversification and hedging 
benefits to our core long-term G&PM investments. 
 
I have been actively investing for 30 years and I regularly complete an attribution analysis of my returns and risks 
to continue to improve my investment strategies, investment models and investment management process to 
improve my Alpha / Outperformance on a repeatable and consistent basis.  My G&PM investment strategies and 
investment models continue to provide significant Alpha / Outperformance and as such I am in the fortunate position 
to be able maintain a highly liquid and highly diverse book of G&PM investments in my ongoing pursuit of 
continuing to provide significant Alpha / Outperformance. 
 
That said, I continue to look for opportunities to diversify, from G&PM, into alternative investments that also 
exhibit deep value and offer stellar long-term return potential.  As previously discussed in my past IIC’s, oils and 
gas related investments not only provide diversification benefits they can also act as an effective hedge against 
rising energy costs in that this is very good for energy companies’ revenues but can hurt some gold and silver miners 
through increased operating costs. 
 
INTAC bought shares in a massively discounted high grade nickel miner and this nickel is required for the batteries 
that are required for the GO GREEN initiative to combat global climate change.  INTAC bought shares in massively 
discounted oil and gas companies which provide the energy needed to complete the transition to Go GREEN for 
select European countries.  These shares were bought as GDR’s and ADR’s, the day before they were suspended 
from trading, at massive discounts to NAV, and the underlying shares resumed trading on March 24th, 2022, on the 
MOEX, and is where these shares are priced.  Further, additional, forex appreciation, since purchasing these shares, 
has continued to benefit all these shares, including one of our G&PM holdings, see the Sprott Gold Equities Strategy 
– Q1 2022 Commentary - Figure 3 in this IIC for further details.  I expect that these shares, much like RSG-ASX, 
are currently storing massive value / energy for our portfolio, and that over time these shares may continue to unlock 
this massive deep value (e.g. 10X’s return potential over the medium to long term) for all INTAC accounts.  
However, the volatility with these share, much like RSG-ASX, can be extreme in percentage terms especially during 
the bottoming / whipsawing / basing process and then potentially during the initial rallying phase (e.g. all be it with 
easier upside volatility to stomach) and of course such investments have numerous potential risks associated with 
them including the loss of capital.  INTAC is comfortable with our position size, expected time horizon, and 
potential risk / reward profile for these investments. 
 
In our research of the worldwide selection of G&PM investment managers (e.g. see www.mineralfunds.com for all 
G&PM Fund performance details), INTAC ranks as the #1 Top Performing G&PM Focused Investment Manager 
in the World since 2015-YE based on USD return comparisons.  This significant Alpha / Outperformance was 
achieved through my Multi Strategy - Model Driven - G&PM Focused Investment & Risk Management Process - 
which is fully scalable due to our diverse and highly liquid G&PM investments. 
 

http://www.mineralfunds.com/
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SINCE 2015-YE MY MULTI STRATEGY - MODEL DRIVEN G&PM FOCUSED INVESTMENT & RISK 
MANAGEMENT PROCESS HAS GENERATED MORE THAN 2.6X THE RETURN OF GDX AND 3X 
THE RETURN OF GDXJ, THE WORLD’S TWO LARGEST GOLD & PRECIOUS METALS MINING 
EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS. 
 
Further, since 2015-YE, these excess returns were generated with significantly less risk as my G&PM strategies 
often included significant beta adjusted market neutral pairs trading strategies and other significant hedging 
strategies. 
 
INTAC’s Alpha (i.e. Excess Returns) have been generated through the creation and implementation of multiple 
investment strategies which utilize a model driven investment process focused principally on the G&PM sector (i.e. 
GO GOLD) and more recently I am building similar models and analysis in the Ecology sector (i.e. GO GREEN).  
For example, I construct and manage: Relative Value Investment Strategies (e.g. long a basket of select G&PM 
stocks and short G&PM ETF’s (e.g. GDX and/or GDXJ and/or SIL and/or SILJ)), Event Driven / Special Situation 
Investment Strategies (e.g. overweight select takeover candidates within the long G&PM basket), Market 
Capitalization & Beta Rotation Investment Strategies, Sector Rotation Investment Strategies (e.g. gold, silver, and 
in part battery metals and/or other Go Green metals), Currency (e.g. CAD/USD, AUD/USD, JPY/USD and/or 
JPY/CAD, MXN/USD, GBP/USD, RUB/USD, among others) Hedging Strategies, and a Models Driven Market 
Timing Investment Strategy whereby INTAC’s net exposure may be significantly increased (e.g. including the use 
of margin) or decreased (e.g. to 100% cash equivalents and/or gold and/or silver bullion and/or to a net short G&PM 
exposure) ideally at opportune times with the primary focus on G&PM. 
 
However, over time INTAC will also be implementing multiple investment strategies utilizing model driven 
investment processes focused principally on the ESG AND/OR ECOLOGY AND/OR CLEAN ENERGY AND/OR 
CLEAN WATER AND/OR GREEN BOND AND/OR RELATED INVESTMENTS (“GREEN”) using the same 
models and analysis applied to the G&PM sector to the GREEN sector.  This analysis and modeling work and its 
applications are well advanced and when the time is right to begin a gradual process of partial rotation form GO 
GOLD to GO GREEN these same investment strategies applied to the uncorrelated and very dynamic GREEN 
sectors for INVESTING IN GOOD, over the long term, should further enhance our stellar risk adjusted returns. 
 
Bottom line, my G&PM Indicators, that I use, together with numerous other studies, analysis, and indicators, (e.g. 
Fundamental Analysis, Macro Economic Analysis, Geopolitical Analysis, Interest Rate & Inflation Analysis, Inter 
Markets Analysis, Fund Flows Analysis, COT & ETF Positioning Analysis, Elliot Wave Analysis, Sentiment 
Analysis, Cycle Analysis, and Technical Analysis) to try to determine where we are in the G&PM cycle, which I 
discussed in my IIC 2018-Q2, and which I implemented and have significantly refined, especially since December 
31st 2015, have greatly assisted me in generating significant outperformance for INTAC since December 31st 2015. 
 
Further, I am happy to report that the more recent adjustments I have made to my studies, analysis, models, and 
indicators, since the commencement of 2019, regarding my early recognition / belief that we have entered the second 
half of the G&PM secular bull market (i.e. that I discussed in my past IIC’s), have further improved my G&PM 
investment management process and results - ESPECIALLY ON A RISK ADJUSTED BASIS.  This is 
demonstrated in the above INTAC Performance Review Table.  Additionally, my studies, analysis, models, and 
indicators are successfully being adapted and applied to the GREEN sector in anticipation of additional future use. 
 
Thus, in arithmetic terms, since 2015-YE to April 15th, 2022, I am happy to report that I have been able to 
generate for us all: 
 389% OF ALPHA / EXCESS RETURNS TO THAT OF THE S&P 500; 
 418% OF ALPHA / EXCESS RETURNS TO THAT OF GOLD BULLION; 
 391% OF ALPHA / EXCESS RETURNS TO THAT OF SIL (i.e. Silver Miners ETF); 
 306% OF ALPHA / EXCESS RETURNS TO THAT OF SILJ (i.e. Junior Silver Miners ETF); 
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 306% OF ALPHA / EXCESS RETURNS TO THAT OF GDX (i.e. Gold Miners ETF); 
 338% OF ALPHA / EXCESS RETURNS TO THAT OF GDXJ (i.e. Junior Gold Miners ETF); 
AND IN ABSOLUTE TERMS, 
 635% OF OUTPERFORMANCE TO THAT OF NUGT (i.e. Leveraged Gold Miners ETF); AND 
 4,050% OF OUTPERFORMANCE TO THAT OF JNUG (i.e. Leveraged Junior Gold Miners ETF)! 

 
We are even more pleased to report that, over this period and since 2015-YE, INTAC’s outperformance was attained 
with even better risk adjusted performance.  I was able to significantly reduced risk, on numerous occasions, through 
high levels of cash, reduced net G&PM exposure and even negative net G&PM exposure - often at opportune times 
and through my effective implementation of market timing, pairs trading, and other hedging strategies.  For 
example, on numerous occasions I have sold GDX and/or GDXJ and/or SIL and/or SILJ short relative to longs in 
select best of breed mid-tier gold and silver producing mining companies and longs in the World’s best performing 
active G&PM Funds (i.e. as basket pairs trades) which reduced our portfolio’s overall risk profile through the 
implementation of a beta adjusted market neutral strategy while pro-offering attractive combined returns over the 
medium to long term.  Again, these strategies proved highly effective during the G&PM drawdowns in 2020 and 
during the ongoing consolidation / range trading market since August 5th, 2020, relative to the other G&PM 
leveraged products. 
 
My focus remains on the best G&PM producers, in the mid-tier to the high end of the junior market capitalization 
space, that have excellent liquidity, including the best silver producers, as well as G&PM Funds / ETF’s that in turn 
focus on the same.  As an active investment manager, with a current focus on the G&PM sector, I remain focused 
on gold and silver producers with the highest quality assets, effective management teams with a commitment to 
maximizing free cash flow / profits and returns to shareholders often through dividends, who also operate in an 
ethical and sustainable manner in line with our own ESG principles.  Through an emphasis on high quality 
companies, with good liquidity and attractive buying power, my investment approach is intended to deliver superior 
returns under all market conditions relative to a passive holding in gold & silver mining equities. 
 
 
UPDATE ON SOME CURRENT INVESTMENT POSITIONING AND 
POTENTIAL INVESTMENTS & STRATEGIES: 
 
 UPDATE ON GOLD AND PRECIOUS METALS MINING SHARES / FUNDS / ETF’S AND/OR GOLD 

AND/OR SILVER BULLION AND/OR RELATED INVESTMENTS (“G&PM”) TIMING AND USD: 

 
I forecasted, in my IIC 2018-Q1, that the second major leg up in the 2nd half of the Secular G&PM Bull Market 
would begin in 2018-Q4.  Further, when others were panicking, during the G&PM take-down in August and 
September 2018, I remained confident in my analysis and forecasts.  In fact, due to my extensive analytical work, 
which I partially expressed in my G&PM Indicators, which I presented a sample of and discussed in my IIC 2018-
Q2, I concluded that our G&PM investments were a screaming buy during the August and September 2018 G&PM 
sell off.  The same events unfolded in late February and the first half of March 2020, and I was able to capitalize on 
these even better due to the improvements I made to my system since the start of 2019.  I suspect that the low prices 
seen in G&PM in 2020-Q1 may not be seen again in this Secular G&PM Bull Market and potentially not for an 
exceptionally long time.  As I forecasted in my past IIC, another scary climactic spike down (e.g. like August 2018 
followed by a period like 2018-Q4) developed in 2021 and the end of 2021-Q3 / September 29th 2021, window 
dressing by the bullion banks, low may also mark the ultimate low of this consolidation that began on August 5th, 
2020, and this may also provide the fuel for a massive third leg up in the 2nd half of the Secular G&PM Bull Market.  
I also previously forecasted there would be a retest of this low between December 4th to 24th 2021 and that also 
occurred as I forecast (i.e. on December 15th, 2021).  I further, advised that: “I think the banking cartel may try to 
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run the stops below the September 29th, 2021, lows in gold and silver mining shares” if the next one step back in 
inflation occurs.  I advised that this could potentially occur by April or May 2022, when the early 2021 reopening 
boom becomes the base for year-on-year inflation comparisons, as a big fall in the 12-month inflation rate can be 
forecast with mathematical near-certainty, another reason why markets that look ahead are less worried about 
inflation than headline writers, who are always prone to extrapolate the recent past into the future.  However, this 
decline in inflation may not be as big as thought if inflation enhancing geopolitical events, brought about by the 
China / Russia Strategic Bloc are sustained and potentially even further enhanced”.  Well, this too is exactly what 
has occurred! 
 
I further wrote in my past IIC:  “That said, if the banking cartel can achieve this objective, then the 50% FIB 
retracement in the gold price at ~$1550’ish, that I have been discussing over my past commentaries, comes into 
play.  This would most assuredly clear out virtually all investors of their G&PM positions with the banking cartel 
of course being on the receiving side, prior to the commencement of the third major leg up being the fifth major 
Elliot wave of the Secular G&PM Bull Market.  The third major leg up in the 2nd half of the Secular G&PM Bull 
Market will mark the fifth major Elliot wave and the fifth – advancing - wave usually develops into an extended 
complex set of waves that end with the mania wave which culminates into a final blow off top where 90% of the 
overall gains of the entire secular bull market are attained in 10% of the time.  If the secular G&PM bull market 
ends around 2030 (e.g. with the Global Debt Super Cycle Reset (“GDSR”)), then 10% of the total ~30-year period 
(i.e. ~2000 to ~2030) is ~three years.  It is during this three-year period of a parabolic move that fortunes are made, 
and it is for this reason that INTAC will remain committed to our concentrated and overweight G&PM strategy 
until my studies, analysis, models, and indicators advise to do otherwise.  What might be the catalyst for the 
bottoming of the current Major 4th Elliot Wave decline and commencement of the Major 5th Elliot Wave advance, 
well as you now know, there are numerous catalysts all of which I have discussed at length in my past IIC’s.  
Specifically, one of nine negative supply shocks presented by Dr Nouriel Roubini may occur over the next year or 
so which may provide the ignition to, un-anchor inflation expectations, and ignite the highly primed global fiscal 
and monetary expansionary regimes around the world, causing sustainable rising inflation, declining real yields 
(e.g. even with nominal yields rising), a recognition of the Global Debt Supercycle (“GDS”) and sovereign credit 
quality concerns, a strongly declining USD together with most other FIAT currencies relative to finite and real 
hard assets especially gold and silver, heated geopolitics during difficult financial times and global debt 
restructuring, among other catalysts.  Or the catalyst may simply be an announcement by China, like what Russia 
is now doing, that it will back its currency with gold and possibly also with a basket of other commodities together 
with gold and an announcement of the massive amount of gold China has accumulated in audited reserves that to 
date is undisclosed (i.e. which I previously suggested was China’s long-term strategy back in 2004).  Or as I have 
also previously suggested back in 2004 to Martin Barns at the BCA Investment Conference at the Park Plaza and 
now Charles Gave of GAVEKAL RESEARCH has suggested and John Hathaway of SPROTT has illuded to 
“global energy transactions will be settled in gold” between the emergence of two blocks (i.e. THE WEST & 
THE REST). 
 
As previously wrote, I expect the next decade (i.e. prior to 2030-YE) will provide - A Biblical Deliverance 
Through Precious Metals Investments - for informed investors, from the darkness that will be cast in 
the Global Debt Super Cycle Reset (“GDSR”).  This process is initially being realized in a stair step fashion and 
as asset allocation shifts into G&PM progress over time the advancing phases in G&PM should increase in 
magnitude and end with a parabolic mania blow off top. 
 
However, I expect the volatility of G&PM to significantly increase as we transition towards and into the 5th Elliot 
Wave Advance.  In fact the pullback in G&PM that I forecasted to occur in April / May 2022 has recently 
commenced in the second half of April and may extend into May and even to mid-June (e.g. to the June 15th FED 
Meeting that is associated with a summary of Economic Projections).  As such, I expect the black line on the chart 
below, which is the current Barrons Gold Mining Index (BGMI) Bull Market since 2016, to decline to below the 
pink line but stay above the red line and then proceeds to advance in a pattern like both these lines and possibly 
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remains, mostly, between these two lines until this G&PM bull market’s climatic top is reached which I believe will 
be significantly higher than the tops in 2008 and 1968.  See chart below of Gold Bull Markets that Followed Bear 
Markets for the Barrons Gold Mining Index (BGMI): 
 

 
 
As I predicted this ongoing G&PM consolidation has developed into a long, exhausting, and volatile trading range 
with the intent of wearing down G&PM investors and whipsawing G&PM traders off the G&PM secular bull 
market.  This is even more clearly seen in the charts of G&PM ETF’s (e.g. GDX, GDXJ, SIL, & SILJ) contained 
in the INTAC G&PM Related Charts section of this IIC.  We are now 21 months into the open hunting season on 
gold bugs which is typically into the second half of the consolidation / trading range and the ultimate low of this 
consolidation range has likely already occurred.  This may have occurred on August 9th for gold and September 
29th, 2021, or December 15th, 2021, or January 28th, 2022, for gold and silver mining shares depending on the 
INDEX/ETF.  However, as discussed above there is still an opportunity for the banking cartel to run the stops in 
G&PM as we are advancing into the one step back inflation move (i.e. prior to another two steps up & one step 
back ongoing advances in inflation).  Further, the FED is turning very hawkish, together with other supporting 
central banks, exactly when this one step back in inflation, due to base effects, should occur, and combine this with 
a well-timed gold price smash by the cartel (i.e. when real rates are increasing significantly because of the Fed’s 
well timed policy pivot) and you have the potential for a G&PM stop loss run.  However, on the other side of the 
investment spectrum is the China / Russia Strategic Bloc who are continuing to advance G&PM supportive 
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strategies (e.g. China increasing inflation through factory shutdowns, ports and shipping shutdowns, causing major 
goods shortages and supply chain disruptions, China is potentially accumulating commodities for further 
infrastructure development projects further supporting and pressuring elevated commodity prices, further China is 
instituting restrictions and tariffs in two major commodities — fertilizer and pork and cutting back on steel 
shipments may follow as well as exports of rare earth elements, and Russia is increasing energy costs, other 
commodity costs, and causing a food crisis all of which are very inflationary). 
 
In my past IIC I wrote the following which is spot on the money and still very applicable:  “The Fed’s analysis of 
inflation focuses not on the CPI but on the personal consumption expenditure price index. This index is less volatile 
than the CPI and moves in more consistent trends.  Last year’s low readings in the PCE mean the year-on-year 
comparisons looked uncomfortably high in October and November 2021 when the gold (EOD) price hit $1879.50.  
However, this base effect diminished in December and by April or May 2022, when the early 2021 reopening boom 
becomes the base for year-on-year comparisons, a big fall in the 12-month inflation rate can be forecast with 
mathematical near-certainty: another reason why markets that look ahead (e.g. TIPS market) are less worried 
about inflation than headline writers, who are always prone to extrapolate the recent past into the future.  So, as 
markets are forward looking, going into March 31st, 2022 / 2022-Q1 end window dressing period, this base effect 
may present another opportunity for the banking cartel to suppress the gold price at 2022-Q1 end and/or into 2022-
Q2 provided the China / Russia Strategic Bloc is not able to advance geopolitical initiatives targeting higher 
inflation that usurp this base effect. 
 
This inflation timing sets up an opportunity for the banking cartel to try to smash gold, again, to further increase 
their G&PM position size in the first half of 2022 (i.e. potentially another five month of potentially a difficult period 
for G&PM) prior to the 5th Elliot Wave advance commencing and/or really getting going.  However, there are 
numerous structural forces driving the primary determinates of the G&PM secular bull market, including higher 
medium to long term global inflation rates and inflation expectations, that should drive the G&PM price action 
higher in the 2nd half of 2022 commencing the 5th Elliot Wave advance of the G&PM secular bull market into 2023.” 
 
Again my above forecasts and those contained in more detail in my past IIC were all spot on the money and are still 
very applicable. 
 
Additionally, sooner than later, I am expecting the US Dollar to stop rising and eventually head down as 2022 
progresses which would provide a tail wind for G&PM. 
 
 
 GO GOLD TO GO GREEN AND INVEST IN GOOD: 

Since 2004 my master strategy has been to invest principally into G&PM with the objective of benefiting over time 
and hopefully in a very big way in the end from having a large allocation to G&PM when the inevitable Global 
Debt Supercycle Reset (GDSR) is resolved.  The GDSR has most assuredly been further accelerated by the global 
response to Covid (i.e. as I have discussed at length in my past IIC’s).  The objective of INTAC’s G&PM strategy 
is to generate on a relative basis significant wealth during the GDSR so that this wealth can be allocated, through a 
dollar cost averaging strategy out of G&PM (i.e. during the GDSR process), into INVESTMENTS IN GOOD.  The 
investments in good that I have been researching over the years together with a colleague include numerous Ecology 
Funds, Clean Water Funds, Clean Energy Funds, Green Bonds, and a selection of their underlying investment 
holdings (i.e. see https://ecologyfunds.com/index.php/fund-assets/ for more information) including select ESG 
Investments / Impact Investments / & Stakeholder Capitalism Investments.  As an aside, during my term as 
Industrial Liaison Office for the Materials & Metallurgical Engineering Department at Queens University during 
third- and fourth-year engineering in the late 80’s early 90’s I incepted the concept of an environmental research 
laboratory and secured millions of dollars of funding from the Canadian Government for select professors in the 
Engineering Department at Queens University for them to advance solutions to our most pressing environmental 
issues at the time (e.g. Nuclear Waste Disposal, Extraction of Heavy Metal Ions from Plant and Factory Effluent 

https://ecologyfunds.com/index.php/fund-assets/
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Streams, Recycling Batteries, etc.).  I HAVE ALWAYS HAD A PASSION FOR INVESTING IN GOOD and I 
VERY MUCH ENJOY ADVANCING MY GO GREEN INVESTMENT RESEARCH INITIATIVES 
ALONGSIDE MY GO GOLD INVESTMENT RESEARCH INITIATIVES. 
 

Dear James, 

I hope you are well. 

Given the recent Ukraine conflict and rising inflation across the world our Commodity & 
Energy Strategist, Bob Ryan wrote a publication on this matter.  We expect a permanent shift 
to occur with the transition unravelling in the next few years. 

Here are a few key points from the publication: 

• Russia's war against Ukraine is a watershed moment, which will realign 
production, distribution and consumption of commodities globally. 

• The development of new sources of the critical metals desperately needed to 
build out renewable energy grids and the drive to secure access to oil, gas 
and coal will intensify along political lines. China, reinforced by Russia, will 
lead the East, while the US and its allies will lead the West, in a redux of the 
Cold War. 

• Local politics will intrude on this process, as left-of-center governments in 
important commodity-producing states secure their electoral victories and 
claim greater shares of commodity revenues. 

• The rebuilding of defense systems, particularly in Europe, will compete with 
the renewable-energy transition. This will stress already-tight metals markets, 
where low inventories will predispose markets to higher volatility a la this 
week's oil, natgas and nickel price spikes. This will retard economic growth. 

• In the short term, CO2 emissions will surge. Longer term, the transition to net-
zero carbon emissions by 2050 will be pushed back years, as states compete 
for access to commodities. East-West trade restrictions and hoarding of 
commodities secured via trade within these respective blocs, as is occurring 
presently, will increase. 
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Bottom Line: Russia's war against Ukraine is a watershed moment.  The development of 
new sources of the critical metals desperately needed to build out renewable energy grids, 
and the drive to secure access to oil, gas and coal will intensify.  For these reasons we 
remain long on the S&P GSCI. 

 
 

    

 

 
 
 ENERGY LONGS : 

I continue to see an investment opportunity in several select traditional energy related companies (e.g. Schlumberger 
Ltd. (SLB) (i.e. whom I use to work for, in the early 90’s, as a wireline field engineer in South America and 
throughout the Middle East), among others who exhibit deep value and ideally have an active ESG policy in place, 
which will enable the transition to GO GREEN possible).  [JMP Update – INTAC has invested into four deep value 
oil and gas investments on March 1st 2022.] 
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Goehring & Rozencwajg Associates, LLC 
The Energy Crisis is Here - What's Coming Next? 01/ 06/ 2022 
 
The energy crisis has just started.  Over the next decade, this new cycle will unfold with many unanticipated twists 
and turns.  The investment implications and opportunities remain incredibly large.  In an ironic twist, institutional 
investors have little to no exposure to energy stocks.  We would not be surprised if energy ended up representing 
investors’ single largest exposure at some point before the decade is over.  For all investors, we continue to 
recommend maximum exposure. 

 
 

 

 

The Global Natural Gas Crisis is coming to North 
America 
A sudden and unexpected event is about to take place: the global natural gas crisis, 
now gripping large swaths of the world, is about to engulf North America as well. 
 
Asian and European natural gas prices today stand at $30 per mcf versus $7.50 per 
mcf here in the United States.  Given the underlying fundamentals that have now 
developed in US gas markets, we believe prices are about to surge and converge with 
international prices within the next 6 months.  The convergence of US and 
international gas prices will come out of nowhere and take all investors by surprise. 
 

 

https://email.gorozen.com/e3t/Ctc/2J+113/ctHw804/VVHK_33CKybRW8PK8_g46dtQ0W7zr5cm4J7ZyFN4nN_dN3q3pBV1-WJV7CgKn8W1fnXlj9613fYVPSNpY3kLlJBN861yfl5Fh4SW7lGRQW389wqmW4S0kPc2kWYDHN1nx9yjRRMd8W14YcMJ2m5wPZW2r5P-d7-n2GXW8hlKLn92392VW6vVWlW6vdG8vW3yhMK_8gF2V4N5dK2cvt7XczW5xwLXZ2V9PWfW3lzqwx1PlVwSW26z-tf8lNyGMN4DTDVBBK8kfW1W9NCZ2kj8HVW1RVxPT1vqfG4W4Bn2tJ1SPPjnW2VldCq6KX1m7Vdvkxs3x607pW2_xDqX20510LW47m9l-3hbRBhW8p5z4L6KHX0kN8YScvjdJdgdW5GDzFc7HQTxBVqJ34Q7l5DG7N5MDp12DPMBXW3V-H7X1RfQX9W3nwQTb4kNw8H3bQs1
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Yellen warns that war in Ukraine will have 
‘enormous’ global economic impact 

PUBLISHED WED,  APR 6 202211:40 AM ED 

“It cannot be business as usual for Russia in any of the financial institutions,” Yellen 
said. 

However, she noted that "European nations are still reliant on natural gas from 
Russia, necessitating the need for licensing of Russia-based companies." 

INTAC believes Russian oil, gas, nickel, and potash producers/miners will be provided 
licenses to carrying on business with the West and foreign investment ownership will 
eventually be permitted (e.g. for countries such as the BVI) and potentially may be 
phenomenal investments over the medium to long term, especially if bought during 
the crash of these Russian GDRs and ADRs (e.g. on March 1st 2022 just before these 
investments were suspended from trading) as INTAC did with an industry and 
company select strategy, together with patient and well planned investment position 
sizes, and a diversification hedged strategy. 
 
Long term investment in America and its allies, including the world’s leading 
technological innovators, is a must and can take many forms (e.g. farmland, house(s), 
one’s own business / one’s own career in the West, stocks, bonds, etc.) and should 
represent, at more attractive valuations, about 80% of one’s investable net worth.  The 
greatest risk I see to such exposure and investments in the West is the GDSR and 
the initiatives being advanced by the China / Russia Strategic Bloc in advancing this 
GDSR.  So, it is my belief that the most effective hedge, for about 80% exposure to 
the West, is to buy what the China / Russia Strategic Bloc is buying (e.g. Gold & Silver 
and their miners) for about 20% of one’s investable net worth.  As for the other 80% 
their may well be a seismic shift of capital into the “Green” investment universe that 
lasts several decades which will continue to present enormous opportunity for the 
metals, materials, and energy, as well as in the innovators whom develop the 
solutions required, to GO GREEN. 
 
 
 POTENTIAL INVESTMENTS IN OTHER SELECT AREAS WITH STRONG FUNDAMENTALS 

INCLUDE: 

Potential Investment in: 
EV BATTERY AND RELATED METALS (E.G. LITHIUM, COBALT, AND NICKEL) MINING Companies 
[JMP Update – INTAC has invested into one deep value high grade nickel mining company on March 1st, 2022]; 
GLOBAL FERTILIZER Companies in particular Bio-Fertilizer Companies [JMP Update – INTAC is tracking and 
waiting for better entry levels in a couple fertilizer companies.]; 
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FUSION TECHNOLOGY Companies; 
CYBER SECURITY Companies; 
HIGH SPEED INTERNET & 5G Related Companies; 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE Companies;  
INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT) Related Companies; 
CRISPR TECHNOLOGY Investments; and 
Potentially, after a major sell off... Crypto... such as Ethereum and/or blockchain related applications. 
Research continues in these potential investment areas and details remain confidential.  The Go Green investment 
universe primarily has valuations on the expensive side at this time, so, INTAC is awaiting further crisis or 
technological innovations to present additional deep value investment opportunities in this area. 
 
BCA - US Equity Strategy 
Is It Time To Invest In "Green And Clean"? 

• What Is Renewable Energy: It consists of new utilities companies that generate electricity 
using clean technologies including wind, solar, hydro, biomass, geothermal, nuclear and 
other. Currently, renewables are becoming a dominant source of new power generation 
as their costs becoming comparable to the ones of traditional fossil fuels. 

• Industry Breakthroughs: Increased renewables adaptation is possible due to several 
technological advancements including improved battery storage, implementation of smart 
grid networks, and an increase in carbon capture activities. 

• Renewables And Cleantech Investment Characteristics: The majority of renewable 
energy and cleantech companies tend to be smaller than established utilities. As a result, 
they are highly correlated with the small-cap growth indices. 

• Key Macroeconomic Drivers: Just like small caps, renewables are highly sensitive to 
economic growth and monetary conditions.  Currently, rolling over global PMIs as well as 
tightening liquidity conditions spell trouble for the sensitive green-tech stocks. 

• Fundamentals Overview: The industry is characterized by extremely volatile fundamental 
data, once again underscoring its small-cap growth-like nature. That said, margins are 
healthy, capex growth is in the positive territory, while valuations are on the expensive 
side. The policy backdrop is also favorable, as we will show in a sequel to this report. 

 
As you know the INTAC Investment Philosophy Aggressive and INTAC Global Investments – Managed Allocation 
& Gold Asset Class Portfolio is not restricted from investing in any asset classes, geographical regions, sectors, 
and/or industries, etc. and short selling and the use of leverage is permitted all of which do not require notice.  
However, INTAC does endeavor to keep you well abreast of our investments and strategies through these quarterly 
IIC’s and quarterly client account statements. 
 
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CURRENT INVESTMENT STRATEGIES, 
STUDIES, ANALYSIS, AND INDICATORS USED TO ASSIST ME WITH 
GENERATING INTAC’S STELLAR RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE 
PERFORMANCE SINCE 2015-YE: 

https://www.bcaresearch.com/reports/view_file/35120/?ga_ec=email&ga_ea=clickthrough&ga_el=daily_insights&ga_dp=%2FDIN%2F2022-04-16_001&ga_cid=7d3cff1e-bd86-11ec-9898-4cc3bac0998b&utm_source=email_din&utm_medium=email&p=18ce1d03b0a9006e41ac806a44393b77b28447d62b93bd62f9cb9f8c5676235e
https://www.bcaresearch.com/reports/view_file/35120/?ga_ec=email&ga_ea=clickthrough&ga_el=daily_insights&ga_dp=%2FDIN%2F2022-04-16_001&ga_cid=7d3cff1e-bd86-11ec-9898-4cc3bac0998b&utm_source=email_din&utm_medium=email&p=18ce1d03b0a9006e41ac806a44393b77b28447d62b93bd62f9cb9f8c5676235e
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Currently, the INTAC MANAGED ALLOCATION & GOLD ASSET CLASS PORTFOLIO (“IMA&GACP”), 
the sole investment strategy in the INTAC Investment Philosophy Aggressive, is not asset class, sector, and/or 
industry diversified.  The IMA&GACP is currently invested in an overweight and sometimes leveraged G&PM 
strategy, however, it does have some other investment strategies in place at times (e.g. Oil & Gas Companies and a 
high-grade Nickel Mining Company) and in the works as often discussed in these IIC’s and may include shorts 
including at times G&PM shorts.  However, the current primary focus remains an overweight, and at times 
leveraged, exposure to G&PM, however the IMA&GACP may or may not be allocated, all or in part, to other asset 
classes, any geographical regions (e.g. including some exposure to Russia), sectors, and/or industries, etc. without 
restriction, without notice and short selling and the use of leverage is permitted. 
 
INTAC’s Alpha (i.e. Excess Returns) have been generated through the creation and implementation of multiple 
investment strategies which utilize a model driven investment process focused principally on the G&PM sector.  
INTAC constructs and manages: Relative Value Investment Strategies (e.g. long a basket of select G&PM stocks 
and short G&PM ETF’s (e.g. GDX and/or GDXJ and/or SIL and/or SILJ)), Event Driven / Special Situation 
Investment Strategies (e.g. overweight select takeover candidates within the long G&PM basket), Market 
Capitalization & Beta Rotation Investment Strategies, Sector Rotation Investment Strategies (e.g. gold, silver, etc.), 
Currency (e.g. CAD/USD, AUD/USD, MXN/USD, JPY/USD and/or JPY/CAD, GBP/USD, RUB/USD, among 
others) Hedging Strategies, and a Models Driven Market Timing Investment Strategy whereby INTAC’s net 
exposure may be significantly increased (e.g. including the use of leverage) or decreased (e.g. to 100% cash 
equivalents and/or gold and/or silver bullion and/or even at times to a net short G&PM exposure) ideally at 
opportune times with the focus on G&PM.  INTAC may also include GREEN investments and is already beginning 
this process (e.g. a high-grade nickel miner to supply the required nickel for the batteries to Go Green), and at those 
times this paragraph would also be duplicated, however, the term G&PM above would simply be replaced with the 
term GREEN and the same concept would apply to the below paragraph. 
 
INTAC’s G&PM Models and Indicators together with numerous other studies, analysis, and indicators, (e.g. 
Fundamental Analysis, Macro Economic Analysis, Geopolitical Analysis, Interest Rate & Inflation Analysis, Inter 
Markets Analysis, Fund Flows Analysis, COT & ETF Positioning Analysis, Elliot Wave Analysis, Sentiment 
Analysis, Cycle Analysis, and Technical Analysis) are utilized in an effort to determine where we are in the G&PM 
cycle, which I discussed at length in my past INTAC Investment Commentaries. 
 
I have implemented and significantly refined, since December 31st, 2015, these Models, Indicators, Studies, and 
Analysis which have greatly assisted me in generating significant outperformance since December 31st, 2015, for 
INTAC.  Further, INTAC is happy to report that the more recent adjustments I have made to my Models, Indicators, 
Studies, and Analysis since the commencement of 2019, regarding my early recognition / belief that we have entered 
the second half of the G&PM secular bull market (i.e. that I discussed in my past IIC’s), have further improved my 
G&PM investment management process and results - ESPECIALLY ON A RISK ADJUSTED BASIS. 
 
 
REBALANCING & WHERE WE ARE IN THE ONGOING G&PM SECULAR 
BULL MARKET: 
 
I forecasted in late 2015 the end of the cyclical bear market in G&PM and the commencement of the 2nd half of the 
G&PM secular bull market and then I advised in 2018-Q4 that the advancing phase of the 2nd half of the G&PM 
secular bull market has commenced and during these periods I urged all G&PM investors to reset their allocation 
to G&PM back up to their maximum comfortable allocation.  INTAC recommends that you set your overall level 
of investment in G&PM at an appropriate percentage of your total investable net worth (e.g. a percentage that you 
are comfortable with such as 5%, or 10% or 15% or 20% or possibly more - in certain circumstances) and that you 
achieve this allocation NOW DURING THIS CURRENT G&PM PULL BACK AND ALLOW INTAC TO 
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UTILIZE ITS MARKET TIMING MODELS for investment.  Further, we continue to recommend that you 
rebalance your allocation to G&PM either up or down to your desired percentage once annually and if the delta to 
achieve this reset is significant (i.e. due to a large gain or loss in the prior year of your various respective 
investments) then you should also affect this reset through dollar cost averaging. 
 
 
AS PREDICTED INFLATION IS ADVANCING IN A TWO STEPS FORWARD 
ONE STEP BACK PROCESS... THIS SECTION CONTAINS UPDATED VALUE 
ADD RESEARCH ON THE EVER IMPORTANT & EVOLVING INFLATION 
DYNAMIC INCLUDING G&PM CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SHORT, 
MEDIUM, AND LONG TERM: 
 
From Chalkin Analytics: “The Velocity of Money had been falling steadily for about 25 years before the COVID-
19 pandemic.  And the recent surge in inflation doesn't come with a corresponding spike in velocity (yet... but it 
appears to have bottomed and is turning up...).  See chart below: 

 
 
The massive declines in the velocity of money (V) since the mid 90 are offsetting increases in the money supply 
(M).  Peek at the grand monetary formula... M x V = P x T 
 
In short, declines in the velocity of money (V) are offsetting increases in the money supply (M).  And that has big 
implications... 
 
On the right side of the formula, "P" stands for prices and "T" stands for transactions. 
 
If velocity were to change direction – or simply stop falling – we could be in for some really scary inflation 
numbers down the road. 
 
The causes of the dramatic fall in the velocity of money... its potential future direction... and exactly what it all 
means for inflation is of great importance. 
 
For years and years, the Federal Reserve pumped money into the economy to battle crises. 
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Every time a crisis occurred, the central bank would go to work with bags of proverbial "helicopter money."  And 
every time, falling velocity helped prevent inflation. 
 
The Fed wound up pumping the economy full of money.  But most of that money didn't circulate quickly. 
 
So we got lucky... We got the benefits of "easy money" without having to suffer with rising inflation. 
 
But with the velocity line flattening out, we have a problem today... It means the Fed's efforts are causing out-of-
control inflation. 
 
Falling velocity is no longer preventing the increased money supply from turning into inflation.  That leads to 
some unavoidable consequences for investors. 
 
Essentially, we're now faced with a big dilemma... 
 
Is the current velocity situation a temporary post-pandemic adjustment?  Or are we about to enter a new era in 
which velocity stabilizes – or perhaps even trends upward? 
 
You don't need to look far to realize we're entering a new economic era... 
 
The majority of Baby Boomers are retiring.  And the folks who aren't old enough to do that yet are looking for 
alternatives to the kinds of jobs they previously had. 
 
We hear constantly from companies about the challenges of finding workers today.  Labor shortage is now a 
dominant theme in our society.  And one way or another, companies will need to give more incentives to get the 
workers they need. 
 
Regardless of how they do it, if companies want to get workers, they're likely to pay higher wages.  And in turn, 
they'll pass the higher costs on to consumers through higher pricing. 
 
It's more than just higher wages being passed on to consumers, too.  It's also about how willing workers are to 
spend the money they earn.  This idea can get complicated... 
 
Economists talk in terms of "multipliers" to describe what appears to be "2 + 2 is greater than 4" to the average 
person.  But we don't need to get into the weeds here... 
 
We simply need to know that increased velocity can lead to more inflation than you might assume by just looking 
at higher wages being passed on to customers. 
 
That means elevated inflation is here to stay if these economic conditions hold true.  It could last for a decade or 
more. 
 
Simply put, we won't be able to look at the stock market in the same way as before... 
 
Companies, sectors, and industries vary in how they can cope with or be hurt by inflation. And after being 
dormant since the early 1980s, this issue is now back in the spotlight again. 
 
The "everything bull market" is coming to a close.  The stock market isn't just a single entity.  So instead, we need 
to think in terms of multiple markets. 
 

https://click.exct.chaikinanalytics.com/?qs=a260c0aa73d4f586bd9ab593d3fa772f8a155bc8b0f809ca1bcaf92e841d626c1cafe28858d5b3a4c964c3c54162234d502440dc0aeb7d41d6eed05ecb6c269e
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We'll see bull markets in industries and stocks capable of doing well in this environment (e.g. G&PM).  But at the 
same time, we could see prolonged bear markets for companies that can't adjust.” 
 
 

“I think we’ll have to put up with high inflation for a 

while longer,” says Treasury Secretary Yellen... 
Streamed live on Apr 22, 2022 
 
U.S. Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen and ECP President Christine Lagarde join ‘TechCheck’ to 
discuss Yellen’s thoughts around the strength of the economy, Lagarde’s thoughts on impact 
from the war in Ukraine and more. 
 
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2022/04/22/i-think-well-have-to-put-up-with-high-inflation-for-a-while-
longer-says-treasury-secretary-yellen.html  
 
 

Ray Dalio on inflation, recession outlook and 
stagflation 
Apr 16, 2022 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WP7Z1MKNZSM  
 
 

  

 

  
  

  
Guided Allocation  

 

Inflation: The Long, Bumpy Ride Ahead  
 

David Schassler | Portfolio Manager and Head of Quantitative Investment Solutions  
 

In this month’s VanEck Quantitative Investment Solutions (“QIS”) commentary, we take a deep 
dive into the inflation problem. The U.S. Federal Reserve continues to hike interest rates and we 
are now contending with the worst bout of inflation since the 1970s. We believe that the key to 

https://click.exct.chaikinanalytics.com/?qs=a260c0aa73d4f5861f0461d64f42b9a8d491248e30f1517b5f460563d89cc9fc8eb5481f66f6d2d51f9332beae79837d13feb37733d851c4848458cd9f90c7ca
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2022/04/22/i-think-well-have-to-put-up-with-high-inflation-for-a-while-longer-says-treasury-secretary-yellen.html
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2022/04/22/i-think-well-have-to-put-up-with-high-inflation-for-a-while-longer-says-treasury-secretary-yellen.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WP7Z1MKNZSM
https://click.vaneck.com/dc/krSeCAJ7wGbHbEPjL1ONF86EbIpEPjRKfc07Icab00oQSpivw-5Yn9wUgalbuodp6pEbI44nZfJShGh13_QKG6IfkjaEw8xgFxu4tuZXv4WbCwgXZnPyzqeap2IfKXlUAncULrlWORl_VC2--2CF9lWNr848rwG9xMBoza_1W9OVm5qyLrpTtLIsUOMgZnjckiMHSiiSyqNMOoRrXNwtuIhTyqPb0wMRlAfzcVZ2Z5VS-URMauFCp2ntquksZNTTch0p7MhrLClcU6f4K0M48yE4nw_dWbZLD2TwkCXaGaaWxRj0xRR6ml75L-VadkRZsjtCGJiMdGidMlAIEloamQ==/NDEwLVhPUi02NzMAAAGDyGvZZRtYB2ecVAkXkgsgVEindBM-C-EnbMB_FrAP-2AJOPHsliFqchZaF3rojXE6WXgP3D8=
https://click.vaneck.com/dc/krSeCAJ7wGbHbEPjL1ONFz3dOwh8emIvPrqIqyF2TuxlpKlUDpKB2Syyg9fMQDXEak-1F8N-udkDTLAgcSk0ZYAvVfvJpfi0E3QwoMzJdh-YQQViiyFHlmsjh9wB1GN_3QxMw3Qptr9p3P2zwy1-lKNCA8dq9fJ7SeTJcONA8pTMAgY1k-oAHPnXAZQFufLrxE66jxMP48EdgB5-_j23b0Ma-jAOnOP7V2jwRsnHeBLR9BlF0RQOskBWtW4g3QHgutKM3oMaYKldWiTxwbeuApasN3FxC4Uqbf_KpOU5boHnbvHDD1GubFwUpEghVLUO/NDEwLVhPUi02NzMAAAGDyGvZZRtYB2ecVAkXkgsgVEindBM-C-EnbMB_FrAP-2AJOPHsliFqchZaF3rojXE6WXgP3D8=
https://click.vaneck.com/dc/krSeCAJ7wGbHbEPjL1ONFz3dOwh8emIvPrqIqyF2TuwKfBUgJnUEyEYBgUnOugdIWQTJrFCwtzIIpfbhJEaaMOq71eAmqq7azUFVsobSO9qZFa5rBLzqU87x3Gryk9kgtMuuROIMyTxwRW3uYrjBW2cvRObbO1--ddRUIHCu8KKl4qf-Le43CY8_CHJwUyGbcpiqrKAxV-zUZ31wpLxtglHAm7jdfMcmwESq5yYu1qrgQzrEJ5h3JuCnRmqFzQsJWS4ucAj1gfceU1Mh4uni1Psd3eQQCy5-diiXQ-Ey_Zc=/NDEwLVhPUi02NzMAAAGDyGvZZRtYB2ecVAkXkgsgVEindBM-C-EnbMB_FrAP-2AJOPHsliFqchZaF3rojXE6WXgP3D8=
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successfully navigating this environment is to own a diversified mix of inflation-fighting assets 
and to own enough of them to protect your portfolio if, as we expect, this high inflation regime 
continues. 

 

     

Read Blog  
 

  
  

   
  

  

Gold Investing  
 

Gold Holds With Risks Abound  

   

Geopolitical developments and intensifying concerns about inflation and energy markets continued 
to affect the world order and increased the level of risk in the global economy and the global 
financial system. Gold reached an intraday price of $2,070 per ounce on March 8, which was just 
shy of its August 2020 all-time high of $2,075, and closed at $1,937.44, up $28.45 per ounce 
(1.5%) during March. 

• Headline U.S. CPI inflation reached 7.9% in February, a 40-year high. University of 
Michigan U.S. consumer sentiment dropped to a decade low, while the survey’s year-
ahead inflation expectations climbed to the highest since 1981. 

• Sanctions on Russia extended to its central bank, which lost access to a large portion of 
its foreign exchange reserves at a critical time, shifting the spotlight to gold, which is 
estimated to represent a bit over 20% of Russia’s total reserves. The move to freeze 
Russia’s foreign currency reserves brings attention to the need to diversify into gold, and 
could have a positive impact on gold demand from central banks and from other institutions 
and investors globally. 

• In the short term, we believe the gold price will continue to be driven by the effects and 
risks brought about by the ongoing war, its potential for expanding beyond Ukraine, and 
the negative impacts on the world economy. In addition, gold markets will be watching the 
U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) in its fight against inflation. 

• Gold has outperformed U.S. stocks and the U.S. dollar in the six months and the twelve 
months after the first hike of the last several Fed tightening cycles, even though it 
underperformed in the months ahead of it. 

 

     

Read Blog  
   

  
Natural Resources  

 

Still Early Innings for Inflation  
 

David Schassler | Portfolio Manager and Head of Portfolio and Quantitative Investment 
Solutions, VanEck  

 

Our early warnings about inflation have become a reality, with many investors facing the largest 
bout of inflation they have ever experienced. Inflation may accelerate even further, based on the 
events in Ukraine, establishing an elevated and prolonged “new normal” inflation environment. 

https://click.vaneck.com/dc/krSeCAJ7wGbHbEPjL1ONF86EbIpEPjRKfc07Icab00oQSpivw-5Yn9wUgalbuodp6pEbI44nZfJShGh13_QKG6IfkjaEw8xgFxu4tuZXv4WbCwgXZnPyzqeap2IfKXlUAncULrlWORl_VC2--2CF9lWNr848rwG9xMBoza_1W9OVm5qyLrpTtLIsUOMgZnjckiMHSiiSyqNMOoRrXNwtuIhTyqPb0wMRlAfzcVZ2Z5VS-URMauFCp2ntquksZNTTch0p7MhrLClcU6f4K0M48yE4nw_dWbZLD2TwkCXaGaaWxRj0xRR6ml75L-VadkRZsjtCGJiMdGidMlAIEloamQ==/NDEwLVhPUi02NzMAAAGDyGvZZRtYB2ecVAkXkgsgVEindBM-C-EnbMB_FrAP-2AJOPHsliFqchZaF3rojXE6WXgP3D8=
https://click.vaneck.com/dc/krSeCAJ7wGbHbEPjL1ONF86EbIpEPjRKfc07Icab00oGpBMYGekXBvNqczkt8eZ2gD4lqW5SHBXTjaRw4a6gY3nUwZzgl1J-ES7WBj1paM7teT2hDLEzOmPtJbsHEwCTcL_rwouHYuWm2H06Z-42FCqD5R-qmYnEAgxCoBBYW_-SWbLhYLPXe0wkRilclP3sYA3cemK14599WVLt0Gvhdbx81fMQYj5peBdUCVlR7t1X2Ma8FnMvIKet37V-VcGKF8q8pz1vttvb_TwemlPV3Ky_XXx9MxJUJihXv491ZwrRg0ZCIEHkvTE898ob16Zy/NDEwLVhPUi02NzMAAAGDvVE5WOHPr2N1PZPwjKx6STBipWy_VkxY0dQ-VYT3zG_UnDAQR7tbxpBVH_Rm3rfJGXNQJgc=
https://click.vaneck.com/dc/krSeCAJ7wGbHbEPjL1ONF86EbIpEPjRKfc07Icab00oGpBMYGekXBvNqczkt8eZ2gD4lqW5SHBXTjaRw4a6gY3nUwZzgl1J-ES7WBj1paM7teT2hDLEzOmPtJbsHEwCTcL_rwouHYuWm2H06Z-42FCqD5R-qmYnEAgxCoBBYW_-SWbLhYLPXe0wkRilclP3sYA3cemK14599WVLt0Gvhdbx81fMQYj5peBdUCVlR7t1X2Ma8FnMvIKet37V-VcGKF8q8pz1vttvb_TwemlPV3Ky_XXx9MxJUJihXv491ZwrRg0ZCIEHkvTE898ob16Zy/NDEwLVhPUi02NzMAAAGDvVE5WOHPr2N1PZPwjKx6STBipWy_VkxY0dQ-VYT3zG_UnDAQR7tbxpBVH_Rm3rfJGXNQJgc=
https://click.vaneck.com/dc/krSeCAJ7wGbHbEPjL1ONF86EbIpEPjRKfc07Icab00qBiKfamZWmfhYiK9S2WoLLpXpcGAUSeTMMXLo0hdciIG-C9CQ8-gU-s7chK15tLV91rAwYF5axcauY3JRPU5I4Sv1RkRQybhmAC-lT206kOoW_15uZDCBJYHcXRNMSHYppXaz4vBRQBTq5EK8Y1qxAlv8ZGWBX3MtB7unATu2wOtVa75iKNLLn2yPssB5YF54RGe6NkyA_aUoBkSKlSO9XrGZcWyuS2Z3RibjFSsajaq9HHcxsKZEXWPB3HXjQXFstXut5StUcZQbWfc5ak8wmnZVmj-PlfOrj-ah7scWz9w==/NDEwLVhPUi02NzMAAAGDuPjoKYklGCWpkQOXAclmWP5i5QJmChuSJ0zMvH_I_lOqcLWv_dvuQRKsLf77teIDcn7Zn08=
https://click.vaneck.com/dc/krSeCAJ7wGbHbEPjL1ONFz3dOwh8emIvPrqIqyF2TuxlpKlUDpKB2Syyg9fMQDXEak-1F8N-udkDTLAgcSk0ZYAvVfvJpfi0E3QwoMzJdh-YQQViiyFHlmsjh9wB1GN_3QxMw3Qptr9p3P2zwy1-lHklC_sI7hJbiQquyawbTkBq2c79_AgOzPfPZUVUtVTOZAv02pVGHF-pBsPGdjMWaDFlJtGifK7PQOEZBBYwoDUUZq5iFnqkVl5w6egImNjk_5pr9_ZTZ4hOtQFyRIH8Pbl4uJTjwQAm8qYbfBKmeSaWxdJI1KZkNUYQ20hEdktv/NDEwLVhPUi02NzMAAAGDuPjoKYklGCWpkQOXAclmWP5i5QJmChuSJ0zMvH_I_lOqcLWv_dvuQRKsLf77teIDcn7Zn08=
https://click.vaneck.com/dc/krSeCAJ7wGbHbEPjL1ONFz3dOwh8emIvPrqIqyF2TuxlpKlUDpKB2Syyg9fMQDXEak-1F8N-udkDTLAgcSk0ZYAvVfvJpfi0E3QwoMzJdh-YQQViiyFHlmsjh9wB1GN_3QxMw3Qptr9p3P2zwy1-lHklC_sI7hJbiQquyawbTkBq2c79_AgOzPfPZUVUtVTOZAv02pVGHF-pBsPGdjMWaDFlJtGifK7PQOEZBBYwoDUUZq5iFnqkVl5w6egImNjk_5pr9_ZTZ4hOtQFyRIH8Pbl4uJTjwQAm8qYbfBKmeSaWxdJI1KZkNUYQ20hEdktv/NDEwLVhPUi02NzMAAAGDuPjoKYklGCWpkQOXAclmWP5i5QJmChuSJ0zMvH_I_lOqcLWv_dvuQRKsLf77teIDcn7Zn08=
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This white paper takes a closer look at what the data indicates about the outlook for inflation and 
what investors can do to protect their portfolios. Topics include: 

• Impact of Federal Reserve policy on inflation. 
• Factors driving up inflation, including a potential wage-price spiral, supply constraints and 

housing costs. 
• Economic consequences of the Russia-Ukraine crisis. 
• Assets that historically benefit from inflationary cycles. 
• How to allocate for inflation protection. 

 

     

Read Blog  
  
  

 

BCA Rising Food Prices Threat to Social Stability 22-04-04: 

The FAO food price index jumped by a record 13% m/m in March to a new all-time high for 
the series which dates back to 1990.  Prices across all five commodity groups – cereals, 
vegetable oils, dairy, meat, and sugar – increased significantly with the vegetable oils, 
cereals, and meat sub-indices reaching fresh highs. 

Higher commodity prices are a risk to social stability, particularly among less developed 
economies where staple goods account for a larger share of consumer budgets.  Already, 
anti-government protests have flared up in Peru.  These demonstrations were initially 
triggered by rising fuel and fertilizer costs but have since escalated and President Pedro 
Castillo is now fending off calls for his resignation.  Sri Lanka is also in the midst of a political 
and economic crisis that has prompted most of the cabinet to resign. 

Social unrest is likely to broaden to other regions globally.  Turkey is particularly vulnerable.  
It is heading to a general election in June 2023, President Erdogan’s government is mature, 
and the ruling AKP party’s lead has been shrinking in opinion polling.  Economically, 
currency devaluation and soaring inflation (which reached 61% in March) have eroded 
households’ purchasing power.  Unorthodox monetary policy amid Erdogan’s growth at all 
costs strategy has only exacerbated these dynamics.  These risks will weigh down on the 
performance of Turkish financial markets. 

Our Geopolitical strategists expect the Middle East more broadly to face greater geopolitical 
risks going forward.  The region is highly dependent on Russia and Ukraine for staple foods.  

https://click.vaneck.com/dc/krSeCAJ7wGbHbEPjL1ONF86EbIpEPjRKfc07Icab00qBiKfamZWmfhYiK9S2WoLLpXpcGAUSeTMMXLo0hdciIG-C9CQ8-gU-s7chK15tLV91rAwYF5axcauY3JRPU5I4Sv1RkRQybhmAC-lT206kOoW_15uZDCBJYHcXRNMSHYppXaz4vBRQBTq5EK8Y1qxAlv8ZGWBX3MtB7unATu2wOtVa75iKNLLn2yPssB5YF54RGe6NkyA_aUoBkSKlSO9XrGZcWyuS2Z3RibjFSsajaq9HHcxsKZEXWPB3HXjQXFstXut5StUcZQbWfc5ak8wmnZVmj-PlfOrj-ah7scWz9w==/NDEwLVhPUi02NzMAAAGDuPjoKYklGCWpkQOXAclmWP5i5QJmChuSJ0zMvH_I_lOqcLWv_dvuQRKsLf77teIDcn7Zn08=
https://www.bcaresearch.com/reports/view_report/35111/di
https://www.bcaresearch.com/reports/view_report/35005/gps
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Moreover, a new shatter-belt will emerge there because of the Ukraine war and as a result 
of the failure of the US and Iran to agree on a strategic détente.  
 
 

20 Facts About The Emerging Global Food Shortage 
That Should Chill You To The Core 
BY TYLER DURDEN - TUESDAY, APR 05, 2022 
A very alarming global food shortage has already begun, and it is only going to get worse in 
the months ahead.  

I realize that this is not good news, but I would encourage you to share the information in this article 
with everyone that you can.  People deserve to understand what is happening, and they deserve an 
opportunity to get prepared.  The pace at which things are changing around the globe right now is 
absolutely breathtaking, but most people assume that life will just continue to carry on as it normally 
does.  Unfortunately, the truth is that a very real planetary emergency is developing right in front of 
our eyes.  

 

The following are 20 facts about the emerging global food shortage that should chill you to the core… 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/20-facts-about-emerging-global-food-shortage-should-
chill-you-core  

  

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/20-facts-about-emerging-global-food-shortage-should-chill-you-core
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/20-facts-about-emerging-global-food-shortage-should-chill-you-core
https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/Global-Food-Shortage-Pixabay-800x457.jpg?itok=SfIkhl4s
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The Global Fertilizer Shortage Means That Far Less 
Food Will Be Grown All Over The Planet In 2022 
BY TYLER DURDEN 
SATURDAY, APR 09, 2022 - 10:30 AM 
Authored by Michael Snyder via The Economic Collapse blog, 

I never imagined that I would be writing so much about fertilizer in 2022.  When I was growing up, 
there were only two things that I knew about fertilizer.  I knew that it helped stuff grow and I knew 
that it smelled bad.  But these days, experts are telling us that a global shortage of fertilizer could 
result in horrifying famines all over the world.  Right now, to a very large degree we are still eating 
food that was produced in 2021.  But by the end of the year, to a very large degree we will be 
eating food that was produced in 2022.  

Unfortunately for all of us, it appears that a lack of fertilizer will mean that far less food is grown in 
2022 than originally anticipated. 

Thanks to an unprecedented explosion in energy prices, we were already facing a fertilizer 
crisis even before the war in Ukraine, but now that war has definitely taken things to the next 
level. 

Under normal conditions, a great deal of the world’s fertilizer comes from either Russia, Belarus or 
Ukraine… 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/global-fertilizer-shortage-means-far-less-food-will-be-
grown-all-over-planet-2022  

 
 

Bloomberg 

Can the World Feed Itself? Historic Fertilizer 
Crunch Threatens Food Security 
 
A run-up in prices and shortage of man-made nutrients are forcing the agriculture industry to adapt, 
and the impact could be severe. 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-01/farmers-are-struggling-to-keep-up-food-
supply-as-fertilizer-prices-surge  

 

http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/the-global-fertilizer-shortage-means-that-far-less-food-will-be-grown-all-over-the-planet-in-2022/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/06/a-fertilizer-shortage-worsened-by-war-in-ukraine-is-driving-up-global-food-prices-and-scarcity.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/06/a-fertilizer-shortage-worsened-by-war-in-ukraine-is-driving-up-global-food-prices-and-scarcity.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/global-fertilizer-shortage-means-far-less-food-will-be-grown-all-over-planet-2022
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/global-fertilizer-shortage-means-far-less-food-will-be-grown-all-over-planet-2022
https://www.bloomberg.com/
https://www.bloomberg.com/
https://www.bloomberg.com/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-01/farmers-are-struggling-to-keep-up-food-supply-as-fertilizer-prices-surge
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-01/farmers-are-struggling-to-keep-up-food-supply-as-fertilizer-prices-surge
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FBI Warns of Targeted Cyber Attacks On Food Plants 
After Mysterious Rash Of Fires 
BY TYLER DURDEN - SATURDAY, APR 23, 2022 - 07:00 PM 
The FBI's Cyber Division published a notice this past week warning about increased cyber-attack 
threats on agricultural cooperatives, which comes at a time when a curious string of fires and 
explosions damage major food processing plants across the country.  

"Ransomware actors may be more likely to attack agricultural cooperatives during critical planting 
and harvest seasons, disrupting operations, causing financial loss, and negatively impacting the food 
supply chain," the notice read, adding 2021 and early 2022 ransomware attacks on farming co-ops 
could affect the current planting season "by disrupting the supply of seeds and fertilizer." 

The agency warned, "A significant disruption of grain production could impact the entire food chain, 
since grain is not only consumed by humans but also used for animal feed ... In addition, a significant 
disruption of grain and corn production could impact commodities trading and stocks. " 

The FBI's warning comes as "nearly two dozen food processing facilities across Canada and the 
US" have experienced a "string of fires, plane crashes and explosions," according to The Western 
Standard.  

 

The most recent incidents were fires at two Oregon-based food processing plants. The first, on 
Monday night, a fire destroyed Azure Standard's joint headquarters and warehouse facilities. The 
second was an explosion on Tuesday at a Shearer's Foods plant.  

https://www.ic3.gov/Media/News/2022/220420-2.pdf
https://westernstandardonline.com/2022/04/exclusive-food-shortages-magnified-by-string-of-destroyed-food-processing-facilities/
https://westernstandardonline.com/2022/04/exclusive-food-shortages-magnified-by-string-of-destroyed-food-processing-facilities/
https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/2022-04-23_11-54-26.png?itok=nNjX-ldk
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Internet sleuths pieced together a compilation of headlines showing a spate of fires at food 
processing plants across the country in the last year or so.  

 

One sleuth highlights recent warehouse fires affecting food supply chains in a series of tweets.  

This is all happening as the Ukraine-Russian conflict has disrupted the global food supply chain. 
Food prices are at record highs, and the Rockefeller Foundation just released their timeframe of 
when a "massive, immediate food crisis" may begin -- they say, "in the next six months." 
 
 

It’s not just Russia – China’s also contributing to 
higher inflation worldwide, report says 
PUBLISHED SUN, MAY 1 20228:51 PM EDT 
How China is contributing to higher inflation worldwide in three areas (cnbc.com)  
Russia is guilty of creating a food security crisis and higher energy prices through its war with Ukraine, 
but China has — under the radar — also taken actions in three areas that are exacerbating inflation 
worldwide, said the Peterson Institute for International Economics 
 

BCA - The Gathering Storm 
Our three strategic themes over the long run: (1) great power rivalry (2) hypo-globalization 
(3) populism and nationalism.  The implications are inflationary over the long run.  Nations 
that gear up for potential conflict and expand the social safety net to appease popular 
discontent will consume a lot of resources. 
 

https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/rockefeller-foundation-president-starts-countdown-until-all-hell-breaks-loose
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/02/how-china-is-contributing-to-higher-inflation-worldwide-in-three-areas.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/21/from-food-to-inflation-the-russia-ukraine-war-has-a-global-impact.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/18/natural-gas-surges-to-highest-level-since-2008-as-russias-war-upends-energy-markets.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/2022-04-23_11-26-54.png?itok=1bYl_Gdb
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However, 

 
potentially a short-term counter trend move prior to the next major advancing wave. 
 
In the next quarter or two inflation may soften while interest rates rise both nominal and real rates and the 
Fed will look like they are pulling off the impossible tightrope walk and soft landing... However, inflation 
will reassert itself after the base effects work themselves through and the ongoing actions of the China / 
Russia Bloc begin to re-assert inflationary pressure.  It is likely that inflation settles out around 5% over 
the medium term and due to the costs of debt servicing Policy makers will not be able to raise interest 
rates high enough to combat this level of inflation without inflicting severe pain on the real economy and 
financial markets and as such the stagflation risk is not off the table: 
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A major shock came on Thursday May 28th with U.S. first-quarter GDP showed that the economy 

contracted by 1.4%; economists note that a lot of the decline in economic activity was due to 

trade imbalances.  Although the consumer remains well supported, cracks are starting to show 

in the foundation. 

 

The question is how long the consumer can last as inflation continues to rise.  Friday the Federal 

Reserve’s preferred inflation measure: the core Personal Consumption Expenditures Index rose 

slightly less than expected, rising 5.2% for the year in March.  However, when you include things 

like energy and food, things consumers also spend money on, the inflation increase was a lot 

more pronounced, rising 6.6% for the year. 

 

Unfortunately, higher interest rates will not impact food and energy costs, these sectors continue 

to be impacted by Russia’s ongoing war with Ukraine.  So there is not much the Fed can do to 

address supply-side issues. 

 

This doesn’t mean that they shouldn’t do nothing, but it does mean that inflation is not going 

away anytime soon.  This is the biggest reason why major banks remains bullish on gold.  This 

past week both Commerzbank and Scotiabank increased their gold forecasts for 2022. Both 

banks see gold prices averaging the year around $1,900 an ounce. 

 

"Gold investors may be betting that the Fed will avoid the most aggressive path of policy action 

later this year for fear of slowing economic growth too significantly; that would presumably keep 

inflation—against which bullion is viewed as a hedge—higher for longer," said Marc 

Desormeaux, senior economist at Scotiabank in his forecast. 
 
 
  

https://mailing.kitco.com/click.html?x=a62e&lc=hO28&mc=9&s=Ni7&u=h&z=U8CMYr0&
https://mailing.kitco.com/click.html?x=a62e&lc=hO28&mc=9&s=Ni7&u=h&z=U8CMYr0&
https://mailing.kitco.com/click.html?x=a62e&lc=hO20&mc=9&s=Ni7&u=h&z=UirMQBl&
https://mailing.kitco.com/click.html?x=a62e&lc=hO20&mc=9&s=Ni7&u=h&z=UirMQBl&
https://mailing.kitco.com/click.html?x=a62e&lc=hO2c&mc=9&s=Ni7&u=h&z=U0xnFJz&
https://mailing.kitco.com/click.html?x=a62e&lc=hO2c&mc=9&s=Ni7&u=h&z=U0xnFJz&
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THE UNITED STATES FEDERAL RESERVE AND TREASURY AND MOST 
OTHER GLOBAL MONETARY & FISCAL POLICY MAKERS ARE WALKING 
TIGHTROPES THAT ARE GETTING “TIGHTER”...  THEIR ABILITY TO 
MAINTAIN GROWTH, EMPLOYMENT AND FINANCIAL STABILITY... IN 
CONSIDERATION OF THE MASSIVE DEFICITS, DEBTS AND UNFUNDED 
LIABILITIES RESULTING FROM THEIR UNTETHERED MMT AND WEALTH 
EFFECT POLICIES OVER MANY YEARS... WHILE EMBARKING ON A LATE & 
ACCELERATED TWO FISTED FIGHT AGAINST RAGGING INFLATION... MAY 
BE CALLED INTO QUESTION... & WILL PUT “THE FED & US TREASURY HAS 
YOUR BACK STATUS” TO THE TEST OVER THE COMING QUARTERS AND 
YEARS 
 
From Chalkin Analytics:  “Annie Edson Taylor famously sat in a barrel and plunged over the Niagara Falls in 
1901. 
 
But that's nothing compared to what Charles Blondin did in the area 42 years earlier... 
 
In 1859, the French acrobat walked 1,100 feet across the Niagara Gorge.  He did it on a tightrope that was roughly 
3 inches wide and suspended 160 feet over the water. 
 
And then, he did it several more times! 
 
Blondin later did it blindfolded... while pushing a wheelbarrow... on stilts... after cooking and eating an omelet on 
the tightrope... and while carrying his manager on his back. 
 
That's quite an impressive list of achievements. 
 
These days, the Federal Reserve is attempting to walk a different tightrope – an economic one.  But folks, the 
central bank is sitting in a precarious position... 
 
It pumped the economy full of money to try to save us from COVID-19.  Then, we ran straight into supply 
shortages.  And global supply-chain issues further decreased supplies. 
 
Everything culminated in a massive price spike.  We're facing multidecade-high inflation today. 
 
And so, the Fed's tightrope act begins... 
 
You've probably noticed the out-of-control inflation by now. It's hard not to see it. Even if it hasn't hurt your 
wallet or pocketbook too much, it's all over the news... 
 
Home prices are up. Gas prices are up. Food prices are up. And if you're trying to buy a car or specific consumer 
electronics... good luck. 
 
Inflation is up 8.5% on a year-over-year basis. And there's seemingly no end in sight. 
 
Plus, President Joe Biden's administration wants to revive some form of its "Build Back Better" plan. That would 
pump even more money into the economy. And it would only make this situation worse. 
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To combat surging inflation, as we discussed yesterday, the Fed has decided to taper its bond purchases and raise 
interest rates. That means bond prices are falling, too. 
 
But there's a big problem... 
 
The Fed doesn't have anything close to Charles Blondin's successful track record. And that means we could be in 
for some recessionary trouble here in the U.S. very soon. 
 
You see, the Fed has raised interest rates nine times since the 1960s with the goal of heading off inflation. And 
importantly... it led to a recession in eight cases. 
 
Simply put, unlike Blondin, the Fed regularly stumbles and falls when it's on the tightrope. 
 
So my question to you, our loyal readers, is... 
 
Would you rather deal with 8% to 10% (or higher) inflation for the next few years until the situation (hopefully) 
resolves itself? Or would you rather the Fed raise interest rates, knowing that the possibility of the whole saga 
ending in a recession in the U.S. is high? 
 
Make no mistake... The Fed is in a tough place today. 
 
But remarkably, most folks don't see it as a "lesser of two evils" situation. The mainstream media sure isn't 
reporting it that way. It's making it seem like a "soft landing" is still likely. 
 
However, like it or not, that's where we are right now. The Fed is currently walking along the economic tightrope 
while carrying us all on its back. And if it slips, we're in trouble. 
 
Here's hoping it gets across safely this time. America needs it...” 
 
However their track record is not good at fighting inflation and avoiding a recession... as the past 8 out of 9 
inflation fighting cycles resulted in a recession.  
 

8/9. That's the Fed’s record on triggering a recession while 
trying to fix inflation. 

As the Fed begins a new round of rate increases to combat the worst inflation in 40 years, the 
central bank is once again sparking concern that it's doing too little too late. 

The fate of the economy — and Democratic control of Congress — rests largely in the hands of 
the Federal Reserve, the unelected technocrats who call the shots on monetary policy. 

But a look at the record shows that the Fed often stumbles in its efforts to save the day. 

 

https://click.exct.chaikinanalytics.com/?qs=58b342fdaa861e54c54d546d64af9551fdd9d1bbcc3515b1aa598fe90ea6bc0f887885c527c6cd7843826b1ee46687df6537e228ebc1d54541f86f674f46e2e7
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Nine times since 1961, the central bank has embarked on a series of interest rate increases to rein in inflation.  Eight 
times a recession followed.  The only true “soft landing” — as significant rate hikes with no subsequent slumps are 
called — occurred in 1994, according to a March 25 report by investment bank Piper Sandler. 
Not a sterling track record. 
 
Further, a worrying development in the monetary policy world is that inflation expectations have not come down 
even as rate hike expectations have grown.  If markets thought the prospective tightening would be enough to tame 
inflation, inflation expectations should be settling back down.  Perhaps markets are simply waiting to see the actual 
effect of the tightening, or perhaps even more tightening will be needed.  Hopefully it is the former. 
 
Recently, central banks raise rates aggressively.  The Bank of Canada provides a recent example of this, lifting its 
policy rate from 0.5% to 1.0% in a single swoop.  Based on recent comments from the central bank of Canada, an 
even larger jump could be in store for the next meeting: do not underestimate the desire for central banks to reach 
a 2%+ level for short-term rates as quickly as is possible. 
 
The U.S. Federal Reserve’s own decision approaches on May 4th and seems likely to net a 50-basis point increase 
with some more Hawkish rhetoric.  Rates are rapidly moving off the floor...  Folks, through its current actions, the 
Fed is asking for a recession...  The central bank is ending its bond-buying program and it's raising interest rates...  
Let’s see how the everything bubble, in particular the long-term global debt markets, handle this first ever double 
fisted inflation fighting Fed...  

https://piper2.bluematrix.com/sellside/EmailDocViewer?encrypt=10a3d02e-a460-44aa-bf57-2be5effc5c54&mime=pdf&co=Piper&id=dwessel@brookings.edu&source=mail
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Press Conference by Treasury Secretary Janet 
Yellen 
Streamed live on Apr 22, 2022 
 

 
U.S. Department of the Treasury 
 

U.S. Secretary of the Treasury Janet Yellen hosts a press conference to discuss progress made during the 
week of Bank Fund Spring Meetings with the IMF, World Bank, G7, G20, and international partners. 
She shares more about international cooperation to address the global effects of Russia's devastating and 
unprovoked war on Ukraine. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-NTAwC2oww  
 
 

IMF Seminar: Debate on the Global 
Economy 
WATCH THE LIVE WEBCAST HERE - APRIL 21, 2022  
 
IMF Seminar: Debate on the Global Economy 
 
The war in Ukraine comes at a time when some countries are moving past the acute phase of the 
pandemic and the global economy is just recovering—although COVID-19 deaths remain high, and 
cases are growing again in many regions.  As central banks fight persistent and widespread inflation, 
rising debt vulnerabilities, multilateral efforts to respond to the humanitarian crisis and end the 
pandemic remain essential.  Join this debate on the global economic outlook. 
 
 
GEOPOLITICS - AS I FORECAST THE CHINA / RUSSIA STRATEGIC BLOC 
CONTINUES TO ADVANCE STRATEGIES THAT INCREASE THE UNITED 
STATES AND ITS ALLIES DEBT & INFLATION WHILE REDUCING GDP / 
PRODUCTIVITY IN THEIR ONGOING PURSUIT OF THE GLOBAL DEBT 
SUPERCYCLE RESET 
 

James Mark Plaxton: 

 

I, wrote in my IIC 2021-Q3 the following: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt2FDbyyFrn_lw1gWwuBfgQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-NTAwC2oww
https://meetings.imf.org/en/2022/Spring/Schedule/2022/04/21/imf-seminar-debate-on-the-global-economy
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt2FDbyyFrn_lw1gWwuBfgQ
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“Below is a question, including my view of the Challenges to US Dollar Supremacy as discussed by Barry 

Eichengreen Professor of Economics and Political Science, University of California and Chester Ntonifor 

Foreign Exchange Strategist, BCA Research, that I directed to the two panelists towards the end of the 

Thursday, October 21st session held from 2:00 to 3:00 pm at the BCA Research’s 42nd Annual Global 

Investment Conference: 

 

James Mark Plaxton’s view on the Challenges to US Dollar Supremacy and a related question to both 

panelists: 

 

‘The China / Russia Strategic Bloc, which also includes Iran & North Korean, among others, under the 

long-term leadership of Xi Jinping and Vladimir Putin has and continues to position for a severe global 

debt super cycle attack on the US and its allies with the object of removing the US’s massive advantage 

from its global reserve currency status.  Specifically, China, Russia, and their strategic partners have been 

and continue to: 

 

Hollow out US manufacturing /strategic centers / & strategic resources; 

 

Provide cheap debt to the US to enable it to live far beyond its means; 

 

In the past export deflation to enable higher levels of debt and ever lower interest rates to further increase 

the debt levels of its strategic rivals while also reducing their productivity and sustainable GDP; 

 

However, I believe China, with the help of Russia, Iran, and other Bloc members, is now positioning for 

higher inflation and is in fact shifting from exporting deflation to exporting inflation and that this strategy 

will significantly hurt the heavily indebted nations... hence why China & Russia have been amassing 

significant inflation hedges for many years while also running supply side policies based on productivity 

enhancements as appose to demand side policies that cause ever increasing debt levels and most often do 

not increase productivity / competitiveness; 
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More recently the China / Russia Strategic Bloc is launching attacks against its strategic rivals, on 

numerous fronts (e.g. Covid, cyber-attacks, shipping delays, power outages, supply shortages, escalating 

costs for the ongoing cold war, soon to be hot wars, etc.), that are aimed at increasing debt levels while 

reducing the productivity and sustainable GDP of the US and its allies, and even more recently is targeting 

higher inflation against these strategic rivals.  The objectives of all the attacks and initiatives are to 

significantly reduce the credit quality (e.g. debt / GDP and debt / payment ability) of the US; 

 

Eventually, when US credit quality is sufficiently bad (e.g. the US Treasury has global funding problems... 

not including funding from newly created reserves of the US Federal Reserve and/or from other 

triangulated accounts which all amount to ongoing Ponzi scheme financings) then this would be the ideal 

time for China to launch its hot war initiatives in the South China Sea... and potentially tensions also arise 

with Iran or Russia at such a time (or prior to)...., and then potentially China would rapidly unload its 

massive US Treasury holdings at the most opportune time... for China that is; with 

 

The ultimate objective of such measures aimed at destroying the credit quality of the US brand, taking away 

the immense US advantage of its global reserve currency status, and increasing China’s and Russia’s roles 

/ participation in a new global reserve currency system and new global financial architecture following the 

inevitable Reset of the Global Debt Supercycle.  This may well be the LONG GAME of the China / Russia 

Strategic Bloc. 

 

It is clear to me that the China / Russia Strategic Bloc’s initiatives are being directed (i.e. over the long 

term) at destroying the credit quality of the US brand. 

 

There are many initiatives that the China / Russia Strategic Bloc control that could trigger the Reset of the 

Global Debt Supercycle and these could be triggered at an optimal time for this strategic bloc’s objectives. 

 

At such time it will become public knowledge that China and Russia are backed by massive holdings of 

gold... when the Global Debt Supercycle is forced to Rest (i.e. by the China / Russia Strategic Bloc)... and 

at such time would the relative attractiveness of the USD become far less (i.e. than it is currently viewed)... 

especially if the epicenter of the crisis is the credit quality of the US brand. 
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I suspect that whatever form the new global reserve currency system and new global financial architecture 

become (i.e. following a Rest of the Global Debt Supercycle), whether this occurs gradually or because of 

a shock, the outcome will have a greater involvement by China, Russia, Europe, and other nations relative 

to the US and will likely involve some form of anchoring of the global monetary system through strict rules 

including the use of gold reserves held by participating nations. 

 

I believe this eventual outcome has already been reflected in the rising gold price... from $250 in 2001 to 

the most recent high of $2074 (i.e. spot price) in August 2020.  However, gold is currently at ~$1780’ish... 

and may get down to ~$1550’ish... prior to rising to far higher highs...  In fact gold is already the anchor 

nations are using (e.g. central bank balance sheets, treasury holdings, sovereign wealth funds, pension 

funds, individuals (e.g. particularly in China, Russia, India, among other countries)).  Further, gold is 

already an anchor being used by most Governments / Treasuries and increasingly so for Russia, China, 

and many other countries. 

 

So, as global reserves held in the USD continue to decline... do the panelists think the gold price may 

continue to rise (e.g. over the coming 5 to 10 years)?” 
 
Following this question, I advised BCA on the merits of “thinking outside of the box” when it comes to identifying, 
tracking, and analyzing all initiatives being advanced by the China / Russia Strategic Bloc regarding their targeted 
objectives of increasing the debts and/or reducing productivity and/or GDP and/or increasing inflation of the US 
and its allies. 
 
In my past IIC I provided examples of these initiatives at play... I also advised that even if Russia did not invade 
the Ukraine the mere threat has already increased the cost of oil and natural gas prices... and they have remained 
elevated for some time... and will for as long as the threat remains... this threat alone will obtain the primary 
objective of the China / Russia Strategic Bloc... to keep inflation elevated at this critical point of the inflation cycle!  
Further, the massive costs associated with the Russia cold war re-emerging will put further pressure on US strained 
budgets, deficits, and debts at an inopportune time for the US.  However, if Russia were to invade the Ukraine... 
[JMP Update – Which we all now know occurred] then the inflationary impacts would be massive as discussed in 
the articles in my past IIC.  The US / Allies Inflationary Issues and US / Allies Debt Supper Cycle Issues would 
further escalate if an Iran conflict and/or China conflict were to emerge later in 2022 and/or 2023 in which case a 
very serious entrenched US / Allies inflation problem would be virtually assured... and this may well be the ignition 
for the Global Debt Supercycle Reset (GDSR). 
 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is one more example of the types of initiatives, that have been advanced, for many 
years and are being accelerated (i.e. as the gloves are now off), by the China / Russia Strategic Bloc, which also 
includes Iran & North Korean, among others, under the long-term leadership of Xi Jinping and Vladimir Putin, 
against the US / Allies, in its Long Game of the Global Debt Super Cycle Reset. 
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The China / Russia Strategic Bloc continues to position for a severe Global Debt Super Cycle attack on the US 
and its allies with the object of removing the US’s massive advantage from its global reserve currency status. 
 
Below, I stress my views and thesis again, due to the importance of understanding the macro implications of the 
China / Russia Strategic Bloc’s objectives. 
 
Again, I advise the reader to keep a close watch on all initiatives related to the China / Russia Strategic Bloc 
which are aimed at achieving the following objectives: 

 Hollow out US / Allies manufacturing / strategic centers / & strategic resources; 

 Provide cheap debt to the US / Allies to enable them to live far beyond their means; 

 In the past China exported deflation to enable the US / Allies to amass higher levels of debt with ever lower 

interest rates to further increase the debt levels of its strategic rivals while also reducing their productivity 

and sustainable GDP.  However, I believe the China / Russia Strategic Bloc is now positioning for higher 

inflation and is in fact shifting from exporting deflation to exporting inflation and that this strategy will 

significantly hurt the heavily indebted nations... hence why China & Russia have been amassing significant 

inflation hedges for many years while also running supply side policies based on productivity enhancements 

as appose to demand side policies that cause ever increasing debt levels and most often do not increase 

productivity / competitiveness; 

 More recently the China / Russia Strategic Bloc is launching attacks against its strategic rivals, on 

numerous fronts (e.g. Covid, cyber-attacks, shipping delays, power outages, supply disruptions and 

shortages, lock downs and manufacturing closures,  escalating costs for the ongoing cold war, and NOW 

hot war – soon to be hot wars, etc.), that are aimed at increasing debt levels while reducing the productivity 

and sustainable GDP of the US / Allies, and more recently is targeting higher inflation against its strategic 

rivals.  The objectives of all attacks and initiatives are to significantly reduce the credit quality (e.g. debt / 

GDP and debt / payment ability) of the US / Allies; 

 Eventually, when US / Allies credit quality is sufficiently bad (e.g. the US / Allies have global funding 

problems...) then this would be an ideal time for China to launch its hot war initiatives in the South China 

Sea... and potentially tensions also arise with Iran at such a time (or prior to)...., and then potentially China 

would rapidly unload its massive US Treasury holdings at the most opportune time for China. 

The ultimate objective of such measures is aimed at destroying the credit quality of the US brand, taking away the 

US massive advantage of its global reserve currency status, and increasing China’s and Russia’s roles / participation 

in a new global reserve currency system and new global financial architecture following the inevitable Reset of the 

Global Debt Supercycle.  This may well be the LONG GAME of the China / Russia Strategic Bloc.  Ironically, 
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such an outcome may also work in favor of some of the US’s allies (e.g. Germany, France, among others...) and the 

world may transition from a US Hegemony to a more diverse world order.  However, this transition of the current 

world order will likely not occur smoothly as American politicians are unaccustomed to formulating policy through 

multilateral consultations with other nations. 

 

It is clear to me that the China / Russia Strategic Bloc’s initiatives are being directed (i.e. over the long term) at 

destroying the credit quality of the US brand. 

 

There are many initiatives that the China / Russia Strategic Bloc control that could trigger the Reset of the Global 

Debt Supercycle and these could be triggered at an optimal time for this strategic block’s objectives. 

 

At such time it will become public knowledge that China and Russia are backed by massive holdings of gold... 

when the Global Debt Supercycle is forced to Reset (i.e. by the China / Russia Strategic Bloc)... and at such time 

would the relative attractiveness of the USD become far less (i.e. than it is currently viewed)... especially if the 

epicenter of the crisis is the credit quality of the US brand... Well, I, James Mark Plaxton, think so! 
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According to the preliminary data released by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), global gold mine production in 

2021 amounted to ~3,000 tonnes and was marginally ~1% lower than in 2020 (3,030 tonnes).  China was, again, 

the largest gold mining country in 2021... 

 

Largest gold producing countries, 2021* vs. 2020, tonnes. 2021* preliminary estimates. 

 

Source: USGS 

I suggest the reader give due consideration to why China is now likely the largest holder of gold in the world, has 

been and continues to be the largest importer of gold in the world, and has been and continues to be the largest 

producer of gold in the world... and to further consider that it is illegal to export gold from China... and the same 

dynamics are developing for silver. 
 

These charts combine national mine primary production (source USGS) plus HK 
imports/exports netted out 

 
 

http://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/usbmmyb.html
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According to the preliminary data released by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), global mine silver output was 

24,000 tonnes in 2021, which is 2% higher compared to 2020 (23,500 tonnes).  Mexico was the largest silver 

producer (5,600 tonnes) followed by China (3,400 tonnes).  Based on gold and silver combined production China 

is well in front of all other nations. 

 

USGS explained that increase in global mine silver production in 2021 was primarily associated with improved 

production from mines in Argentina, India, Mexico, and Peru following shutdowns in 2020 in response to the global 

COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

Top 10 silver producing countries, tonnes. 2021* preliminary data. 
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Source: USGS 

I suspect that whatever form the new global reserve currency system and new global financial architecture and new 

world order becomes (i.e. following a Rest of the Global Debt Supercycle), whether this occurs gradually or because 

of a shock, the outcome will have a greater involvement by China, Russia, Europe, and other nations relative to the 

US and will likely involve some form of anchoring of the global monetary system through a strict rules based system 

including the use of gold (and to a lesser extent silver) reserves held by participating nations.  Further, Central Bank 

Digital Currencies (“CBDC”) may also form part of the new global currency system. 
 
 
GAVEKAL RESEARCH 

The Clash Of Empires Intensifies 
Charles Gave - 26 APR 2022 

As Europe debates how fast it should wean itself off Russian oil and gas, a less visible struggle rumbles on over the 

payment mechanisms for such transactions.  Charles foresees the emergence of two blocks, between which energy 

transactions will be conducted using gold. 
 
 

A New Gold Standard? Kremlin Confirms Intention To 
Back Ruble With Gold And Commodities 
BY TYLER DURDEN FRIDAY, APR 29, 2022 
On Tuesday 26 April in an interview with newspaper Rossiyskaya Gazeta (RG), the Secretary of the 
Russian Federation’s Security Council, Nikolai Patrushev, said that Russian experts are working on 
a project to back the Russian ruble with gold and other commodities. 

https://research.gavekal.com/teaser/the-clash-of-empires-intensifies/
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The interview, which is in Russian, can be seen on the RG website here.  

For those who don’t know the name Nikolai Patrushev, Patrushev is one of the Russia’s most 
powerful security / intelligence officers and a close ally of Putin. After serving between 1999 and 
2008 as Director of the Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) (the successor organization to the 
KGB), Patrushev moved to being Secretary of the Russian Security Council since 2008. In fact, 
Patrushev took over as Director of the FSB in 1999 from the previous incumbent, Vladimir Putin. 

The Security Council of the Russian Federation is chaired by Putin, with Patrushev as Secretary, 
overseeing the Security Council and answering directly to Putin. The deputy chairman of the Security 
Council is Medvedev Dmitry, the former Russian president and prime minister. Among the other 
member of the Security Council are current Russian prime minister Mikhail Mishustin, and Russian 
foreign minister Sergei Lavrov. 

So when Nikolai Patrushev says that Russia is working on a plan to back the ruble with gold and 
commodities, it is not just anyone saying this, it is being said by the highest echelons of the Russian 
Government. 

Media coverage (in English) of Patrushev’s 26 April comments can be seen on the Russia Today 
(RT.com) website here. For those who cannot access RT.com due to it being locally blocked and 
who don’t want to use a VPN, the RT.com article can be seen on ‘thethreadtimes.com’ website here. 

 

Putin and Patrushev  

https://rg-ru.turbopages.org/rg.ru/s/2022/04/26/patrushev-zapad-sozdal-imperiiu-lzhi-predpolagaiushchuiu-unichtozhenie-rossii.html
http://en.kremlin.ru/structure/security-council/members
https://www.rt.com/business/554553-russia-ruble-gold-standard
https://thethreadtimes.com/russia-moving-closer-to-a-gold-standard-official
https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/Patrushev%20and%20Putin.png?itok=R0pTZu0n
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Intrinsic Value 

Since its good to go right back to the source of Rossiyskaya Gazeta (RG), I have added an English 
translation of the relevant sections of Patrushev’s interview with RG (using Yandex Translate) below. 

RG Question: And what do we need to do to ensure the ruble's sovereignty? 

Nikolai Patrushev: “For any national financial system to be sovereignized, its means of payment 
must have intrinsic value and price stability, without being pegged to the dollar. 

Now experts are working on a project proposed by the scientific community to create a two-
circuit monetary and financial system. 

In particular, it is proposed to determine the value of the ruble, which should be backed by both 
gold and a group of goods that are currency values, and to put the ruble exchange rate in line 
with the real purchasing power parity.” 

So there you have it. The Russian Government is actively working on creating a gold and commodity 
backed Russian ruble with intrinsic value which is outside the orbit of the US dollar.  

For the above paragraphs, Google Translate produces a nearly identical translation into English as 
Yandex Translate does, except whereas Yandex calls it a 'a two-circuit monetary and financial 
system’, Google says a ‘dual-loop monetary and financial system’. ‘Two-circuit’ or ‘dual-loop’ refers 
here to a ruble backed by both gold and commodities. 

A New Orthodoxy 

Following Patrushev’s remarks about a gold and commodity backed ruble, the RG interview probes 
further: 

RG Question: Similar ideas have been voiced before. However, a number of experts stated that they 
contradict the conclusions of economic theory…? 

To which Nikolai Patrushev replies: 

“They do not contradict the conclusions of economics, but rather the conclusions of Western 
economics textbooks. 

The West has unilaterally appropriated an intellectual monopoly on the optimal structure of 
society and has been using it for decades… 

We are not opposed to a market economy and participation in global production chains, but we 
are clearly aware that the West allows other countries to be its partner only when it is profitable for 
it. 
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Therefore, the most important condition for ensuring Russia's economic security is to rely on 
the country's internal potential, a structural adjustment of the national economy on a modern 
technological basis.” 

Sanctions - An Own Goal 

On the subject of the financial sanctions themselves, and the freezing of Russia’s FX reserves held 
abroad, Patrushev states that by imposing sanctions against Russia, the “the West is hitting not only 
Russia, but also itself”, and has damaged trust in the US dollar as the world’s de facto reserve 
currency: 

“The current global financial system is built solely on trust, including in the United States as the issuer 
of the world's reserve currency. Half a century ago, the gold factor was present, but in 1971 the 
States untied its currency from its quotes, which made it possible to issue money virtually without 
control.” 

 

Majority of Asia - SCO and EAEU members. Source 

https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/EAEU%20SCO.png?itok=S7GhXqN7
https://www.silkroadbriefing.com/news/2017/08/15/new-eurasian-age-chinas-obor-eurasian-economic-union-shanghai-co-operation-organisation-complimentary-white-paper-download/
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The West vs The Rest 

Elsewhere in the interview, Patrushev drops some bombshell comments about how Russia is 
intensifying cooperation with the non-Western world, comments which have yet to be appreciated 
by the mainstream Western media. 

“I am confident that we will solve all the problems that have arisen as a result of the sanctions 
restrictions. 

Today, Russia is moving from the European market to the African, Asian and Latin American 
markets. 

We give priority attention to the EAEU, whose importance is growing many times over in the 
current conditions. 

We are stepping up cooperation with the BRICS and SCO countries, which bring together about 
three and a half billion people on the planet.” 

Note - The EAEU refers to the Eurasian Economic Union. The EAEU, which was founded in 2015, 
is a free-trade zone and customs union comprising Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Armenia and 
Kyrgyzstan. See EAEU website here. 

SCO refers to the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation. The SCO, which was founded in 2001, is an 
international intergovernmental grouping comprising the 8 member states of China, Russia, India, 
Kazakhstan, Pakistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan, as well as 4 observer states of 
Belarus, Iran, Afghanistan, and Mongolia, and a further 6 dialogue partners in the form of Turkey, 
Azerbaijan, Armenia, Cambodia, Nepal, and Sri Lanka. 

BRICS refers to the world's 5 largest emerging economics and comprises Brazil, Russia, India, China 
and South Africa. BRICS was established in 2006 and is now a formal grouping, with the BRICS 
nations formally cooperating and meeting on an annual basis. The 2022 BRICS summit is being held 
in China. 

EAEU. SCO. BRICS. Three and a half billion people. And now a gold and commodity backed ruble. 
Something for the Western media to ponder. 

Conclusion - A New Gold Standard? 

In late March when the Bank of Russia offered to buy gold from Russian banks at a fixed price of 
5000 rubles per gram, this was the first step in linking the ruble to gold. That move also put a floor 
price under the ruble and acted as a catalyst for the ruble to re-strengthen ground against the US 
dollar that had been lost in late February / early March. 

During the same week in late March, Putin also informed the global market that non-friendly 
importers of Russian gas would have to pay for Russian natural gas using rubles. That move (which 

http://www.eaeunion.org/?lang=en#about-countries
http://eng.sectsco.org/about_sco/
http://brics2022.mfa.gov.cn/eng/gyjzgj/jzgjjj/
http://brics2022.mfa.gov.cn/eng/
http://brics2022.mfa.gov.cn/eng/
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we are now seeing playing out in the EU) was the other side of the equation, linking the ruble to 
commodities. 

This was all laid out in the Q&A article that I wrote for RT.com and which can be seen here on the 
BullionStar website titled “Russian Ruble relaunched linked to Gold and Commodities – RT.com Q 
and A”, and which was a big hit on ZeroHedge with more than 650,000 views.      

What we are seeing now is Nikolai Patrushev and the Kremlin confirming this simple equation of 
linking the Russian ruble to gold and commodities. In other words, the beginning of a multilateral 
gold and commodity backed monetary system, i.e. Bretton Woods III.   

Anyone who wants to read an English translation of Nikolai Patrushev’s full interview with 
Rossiyskaya Gazeta can do so at this link. 

 

  

 

I believe that the Russian-Ukrainian war is just the first battle in a long war for control of the 

world order. In my opinion these are the most important issues to pay attention to: 

1. How can we tell if Putin and Russia won or lost this battle?  

2. How can we tell how powerful American-led sanctions are?   

3. How will other nations align with either side or remain neutral? 

In my article today on LinkedIn, I go into more detail about the above and explore the other two 

big forces shaping the changing world order: first, internal conflicts over wealth and values that 

are threatening the domestic order in the United States, and second, an enormous amount of 

debt and money creation that is reducing the value of debt and money and reshaping what 

money and stores of value are.  

https://www.bullionstar.com/blogs/ronan-manly/russian-ruble-relaunched-linked-to-gold-and-commodities-rt-com-q-and-a/
https://www.bullionstar.com/blogs/ronan-manly/russian-ruble-relaunched-linked-to-gold-and-commodities-rt-com-q-and-a/
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/paradigm-shift-western-media-hasnt-grasped-yet-russian-ruble-relaunched-linked-gold-and
https://translate.yandex.com/translate?url=https%3A%2F%2Frg-ru.turbopages.org%2Frg.ru%2Fs%2F2022%2F04%2F26%2Fpatrushev-zapad-sozdal-imperiiu-lzhi-predpolagaiushchuiu-unichtozhenie-rossii.html&lang=ru-en
https://principles.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f817138263fa3d3dec4ad231d&id=f3b94cda05&e=442f17ab95
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You can read my analysis using the link below: 

 

READ THE LATEST ARTICLE  
 

 

If you want a more detailed discussion of the forces behind these global changes, you can find 

them in my book Principles for Dealing with the Changing World Order. If you'd prefer a 

summary, I created an animated version of the book that you can watch on YouTube. 

 

  

Yellen Challenges China in ‘Moment for 
Choosing’ on World Order 

Christopher Condon and Eric Martin, Bloomberg News 

 
Janet Yellen, U.S. Treasury secretary, speaks during an event at the Atlantic Council in Washington, D.C., U.S., on Wednesday, April 
13, 2022. Yellen delivered a pointed warning to China on its alignment with Russia, suggesting potential economic consequences from 
the international community depending on how it approaches President Vladimir Putin's invasion of Ukraine. , Bloomberg 
 
(Bloomberg) -- Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has sketched out her vision for a new era of 
economic cooperation among nations that share key values and principles, in a sweeping 
speech that laid down a stern challenge to China. 
 
Yellen, speaking a week before global finance chiefs meet in Washington, called Beijing to 
account for its ever-closer relationship with Moscow and blasted China for practices that “unfairly 

https://principles.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f817138263fa3d3dec4ad231d&id=fccac29b8f&e=442f17ab95
https://principles.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f817138263fa3d3dec4ad231d&id=97d9fc0bb9&e=442f17ab95
https://principles.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f817138263fa3d3dec4ad231d&id=dea7a64b0c&e=442f17ab95
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damage” the national-security interests of others. She alluded to the use of market positions -- 
China is a key provider of crucial rare-earth metals -- for “geopolitical leverage.” 
 
While she said she didn’t want the evolution of a “bipolar” global system between U.S.-led and 
China-led elements, the Treasury chief said that Russia’s invasion of Ukraine marked a moment 
where nations need to decide where they sit. “The future of our international order, both for 
peaceful security and economic prosperity, is at stake,” she said. 
 
“The key section for me was the ‘fence-sitting’ section calling out China -- that they should not 
be helping Russia economically in this moment,” said Josh Lipsky, director of the GeoEconomics 
Center at the Atlantic Council, where Yellen spoke. It was “an implicit warning to other countries, 
who are unnamed in the speech, that this is a moment for choosing.” 
 
Yellen laid out a number of proposals or warnings without detailing specifically what Washington 
is seeking: 

• “Modernize” the approach to trade integration that deepens economic efficiences but 
protects workers and favors “friend-shoring” -- where supply chains are made up of 
“trusted” countries 

• Potentially revamp the governance of the International Monetary Fund “to ensure that it 
reflects both the current global economy and also members’ commitments to the IMF’s 
underlying principles and objectives” 

• “Revisit our strategies, policies, and institutions to better mobilize capital in support of 
people in developing countries,” where funding needs are seen in the trillions of dollars, 
not billions. Private capital can be better mobilized, in a world so “awash” with savings 
that interest rates have been dropping for decades 

 
Yellen also said she’ll convene a meeting of top international financial officials next week to 
address a global food-security crisis stemming from record prices for agricultural goods in the 
wake of Russia’s Ukraine invasion. 
 
Read More: Yellen Plans Global Food-Crisis Summit as IMF, UN Urge Action 
 
The Treasury chief didn’t pledge any specific new U.S.-led financial assistance commitments or 
trade negotiations. That would require the backing of Congress, amid an increasing focus on 
reducing fiscal deficits while expanding defense spending. 
 
The Biden administration has consistently spoken about confronting the challenge of a rising 
China, and demonstrating that democracies can follow through on grand economic and social 
visions -- as Chinese President Xi Jinping extolls an alternative, authoritarian model. 
 
Yellen’s speech marked another attempt to show renewed American leadership on the 
international stage, said Martin Muhleisen, a former director of the IMF’s strategy, policy and 
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review department. The push would likely be welcome, but other governments may also be wary 
about how long such leadership might last, he said. 
 
“The United States will need to reassure its partners that its policies will remain constant even 
after the fall elections and the presidential elections” in 2024, Muhleisen said. 
 
Dollar’s Role 
 
While the European Union, Japan, Australia and others have aligned with the U.S. in joining 
sanctions against Russia for its Ukraine invasion, key nations have remained largely neutral -- 
including India. Indonesia, the world’s fourth most-populous nation, said in late March it planned 
to invite Russian President Vladimir Putin to a Group of 20 summit later this year. 
 
Yellen defended the U.S.-led sanctions, and rebutted any criticism that the efforts led by 
Washington to isolate Russia from the dollar-based global financial system were “motivated by 
any one country’s foreign-policy objectives.” 
 
Russia “predestined an exit from the global financial system” when it decided to invade Ukraine, 
she said. 
 
As for China, Yellen said, “it will be increasingly difficult to separate economic issues from 
broader considerations of national interest, including national security. The world’s attitude 
towards China and its willingness to embrace further economic integration may well be affected 
by China’s reaction to our call for resolute action on Russia.”  
 
Former IMF board member Douglas Rediker, who is also founder of political-consultancy firm 
International Capital Strategies, said the language on China and on national economic-security 
considerations “was a huge evolution on the part of Treasury.” 
 
The remarks come a week before the annual spring gathering of global finance chiefs in 
Washington for meetings hosted by the IMF and World Bank -- known as the Bretton Woods 
institutions, set up in the 1940s to help build a stable global economy after World War II. 
 
Yellen’s timing was deliberate, not only because of the coming meetings, but also for her 
proposal to modernize the international financial institutions so they are better able to respond 
to modern global crises. 
 
“The new Bretton Woods won’t be built overnight,” said Lipsky. “But I think she was saying that 
we should have that ambition.” 
 
Watch short highlights here: https://youtu.be/kISMrPZBECo  
  

https://youtu.be/kISMrPZBECo
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Gold & Silver Stock Analyst 
SAY GOODBYE TO THE CURRENT MONETARY SYSTEM 

The U.S. dollar is the world's reserve currency ‒ it's the most widely used form of payment around the globe. Countries, 
international banks, and corporations hold it and trade it. The U.S.-dollar money system works well between trusted parties. 

But when an entity falls out of favor with the U.S., penalties are severe. Russia, due to the invasion of Ukraine, was expelled from 
the U.S.-dollar-based electronic Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication ("SWIFT") payments system. 

And that's not all. Mastercard (MA) and Visa (V) pulled their services from the Russian markets. The U.S. seized $630 billion in 
Russian foreign reserves. 

These actions locked Russia out of the Western financial system. This was the first time a world's reserve currency was 
weaponized against a G20 member country's economy. It set a clear precedent for how the U.S. would respond to any other 
nation that followed in Russia's footsteps. As mentioned, China is watching closely as the U.S. would likely financially sanction 
China as well due to an invasion of Taiwan. 

And European Union countries ‒ must pay for Russian gas in rubles. Putin has recently said that bitcoin and gold would be 
accepted as well. 

Other nations are doing this too. "Saudi Arabia is in active talks with Beijing to price some of its oil sales to China in yuan," the 
Wall Street Journal reported recently. This is a move that would dent the U.S. dollar's dominance of the global petroleum market 
and mark another shift by the world's top crude exporter toward Asia. 

You might ask, so what?  Well, over the past 50 years, the global financial system has been based on the dollar. Oil producers sell 
their product in exchange for the U.S. dollar, then recycle the proceeds back into dollar-denominated assets. This inside system 
supported the U.S. dollar's dominance as the world's reserve currency since the 1970s. 

But there are factors eating away at that dominance. Let me offer examples... 

The U.S. ran a trade deficit of $859 billion in 2021, meaning that we imported more than we manufactured. China, which makes 
all our stuff, ran a trade surplus of $355 billion last year, and Russia ran a trade surplus of $30 billion. Our partners invest their 
surplus U.S. dollars back into U.S. Treasurys. This flow keeps the dollar strong. 

Central banks bought about 12 million gold ounces in 2021. Some 96 million gold ounces were mined worldwide last year. Instead 
of holding inside assets like U.S. dollars or U.S. debt, which our trade partners could be locked out of like Russia, gold 
investment, an outside asset, becomes a preferable means. 

If our trade partners decide to allocate 50% of their yearly trade surplus to physical gold, they would need to buy 238 million 
ounces... more than double the world gold production. While that amount is not likely to happen anytime soon, any little shift in 
that direction, increasing gold demand, would certainly drive the price of gold higher. Silver, highly correlated to gold, would soar. 

U.S. debt outstanding is over $30 trillion. The percentage of foreign holdings of U.S. Treasury debt peaked in 2009 near 60%. 
Since then, foreign nations have decreased their holdings to about 35% of the total. The polarization of the world will no doubt 
lead to more diversification away from U.S. debt ‒ an inside asset ‒ toward outside assets like gold, silver, and crypto. 

The Federal Reserve's balance sheet is $8.9 trillion. Fed Chair Jerome Powell vowed to cut back on asset purchases, but that's 
becoming more difficult with the rest of the world already pulling back. 

If Russia has any standing after its war with Ukraine is over, it's conceivable that Russian oil will soon be traded in ruble or 
Chinese yuan, bitcoin, or gold... further reducing the amount of demand for the U.S. dollar. There's no doubt foreigners are 
buying less U.S. debt and holding fewer U.S. dollars. 

The world is opting out of the U.S.-based currency system. Our trading partners prefer to own real, tangible outside assets such as 
precious metals, bitcoin, and energy. 

The last time we had a similar bipolar currency world was more than 50 years ago. 

In 1971, the second Bretton Woods agreement at Camp David eliminated the U.S. dollar's link to gold and established a floating 
rate system. Now, global tensions and systematic imbalances are driving a new currency crisis. 

The original Bretton Woods agreement caused gold to soar 20-fold from $35 per ounce to $800 per ounce by 1980... and then to 
nearly $2,000 today. Silver exploded 37-fold from $1.35 per ounce to $50 per ounce. We will look for similar patterns to emerge 
over the upcoming years as the current U.S.-petrodollar inside system erodes. 

Get some assets out now before the value of your hard-earned savings is destroyed.  
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INTAC G&PM RELATED CHARTS 
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Note:  Green and red on above chart are wrt G&PM increase and decrease zones. 
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LIST OF IMPORTANT CALENDAR EVENTS THAT CAN AFFECT THE G&PM 
SECTOR (I.E. FOMC MEETING & NFP DATES FOR 2022): 
 
2022 FOMC Meetings 
May 
3-4 
 
June 
14-15* 
 
July 
26-27 
 
September 
20-21* 
 
November 
1-2 
 
December 
13-14* 
 
* Meeting associated with a Summary of Economic Projections. 
 

Non-Farm Payroll Dates 2022 
NFP (Nonfarm Payroll) – Released by the US Department of Labor – is the most 
important data in the US. Presents the number of people on the payrolls of all 
non-agricultural businesses. Usually published the first Friday of each month, 
at 8:30 am EST, it is a major economic indicator that measures the employment 
situation on the USA. 

Schedule of Releases for the Employment Situation 
 

Reference Month Release Date Release Time 

April 2022 May 06, 2022 08:30 AM 

May 2022 Jun. 03, 2022 08:30 AM 

June 2022 Jul. 08, 2022 08:30 AM 

July 2022 Aug. 05, 2022 08:30 AM 

August 2022 Sep. 02, 2022 08:30 AM 

http://www.dol.gov/
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Reference Month Release Date Release Time 

September 2022 Oct. 07, 2022 08:30 AM 

October 2022 Nov. 04, 2022 08:30 AM 

November 2022 Dec. 02, 2022 08:30 AM 

 
It is important to be aware of the above sets of dates and to consider month end and especially quarter end window 
dressing by the money centre / bullion banks (aka The Cartel).  Often the bullion banks will either suppress or pump 
up the COT paper gold price going into such key dates / releases depending on their positions and related 
remuneration and/or as instructed by the central bank (i.e. who was recently buying $120 Billion USD per month 
of paper assets off the member banks balance sheets while instructing the member banks exactly how to manage 
markets, with the proceeds and buying power, in accordance with the central banks wealth effect objectives). 
 
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS & GOLD SECULAR BULL MARKET CHARTS: 
 
As we advised in one of our past investment commentaries on October 29th, 2018 (i.e. see original text in italic 
below with original chart below and then the updated charts each below this) we continue to advise that G&PM 
investors stay the course with their long-term G&PM strategy.  We believe the second half of the G&PM secular 
bull market started back in December 2015 for gold and January 19th, 2016, for gold & silver mining shares and in 
2019-Q2 the gold price broke out above its neckline on its massive inverse head and shoulders formation, providing 
further credence to our bullish view.  Confirmation of this being a sustainable breakout has also occurred and the 
gold price in USD has also broken out to new all-time highs (i.e. again as I forecasted it would). 
 
The following was written in October 2018: “To the gold shorts and dollar longs: get ready to run for the hills!  
As painful as it has been for long-term investors in precious metals, hang in there!  In our opinion, the extreme 
condition of market structure and investor sentiment suggests that, at the very least, a trading low is at hand, 
while broad macro- and gold-specific microeconomic fundamentals suggest a resumption of the uptrend in metal 
prices from the December 2015 low (see chart below) is not far off.” 
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As detailed in our performance review at the outset of this commentary, we are pleased that, INTAC’s aggressive 
accounts have outperformed gold, all G&PM mining share indices and ETF’s, our G&PM peer group, and the S&P 
500 Index (i.e. not a relevant benchmark) since the end of 2015.  We will continue to work diligently, in an effort, 
to maintain this outperformance and maximize the potential G&PM secular bull market returns for our loyal clients 
who are invested in our strategy through our INTAC Managed Allocation & Gold Asset Class Portfolio. 
 
We urge you to consider the investment strategies being employed, in the context of prevailing market conditions, 
in all your investment and savings accounts to ensure your overall allocation is diversified and prudent for your 
individual circumstances.  INTAC continues to recommend that you set your overall level of investment in G&PM 
at an appropriate percentage of your net worth (e.g. a percentage that you are comfortable with such as 5%, or 10%, 
or 20% or in certain special circumstances potentially higher) and that you achieve this allocation through dollar 
cost averaging over the next five months.  Further, we continue to recommend that you rebalance your allocation 
to G&PM either up or down to reset it to your desired percentage once annually and if the delta to achieve this reset 
is significant (i.e. due to a large gain or loss in the prior year) then you should affect this reset through dollar cost 
averaging. 
 
We are convinced that the INTAC Global Investments – Managed Allocation & Gold Asset Class Portfolio will be 
very well positioned for the medium to long-term and that our overweight, and at times leveraged investment in 
precious metals mining shares and related investments with an active allocation in and out of gold & silver bullion 
and/or cash / cash equivalents or margin, will pro-offer stellar gains on an absolute, relative, and risk adjusted basis 
over the next several years. 
 
Best Regards,  
James Mark Plaxton 
James Mark Plaxton B.Sc. Eng. / B.Comm. Minor 
Founder, Executive Chairman, & Chief Investment Officer 
Cell: 1-340-690-4228 
Skype: mplaxton 
mplaxton.intac@surfbvi.com 
mplaxton@intacglobal.com   

mailto:mplaxton.intac@surfbvi.com
mailto:mplaxton@intacglobal.com
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This Investment Commentary reflects the views of INTAC as of the date or dates cited and may change at any time.  The information should not be construed 
as investment advice.  No representation is made concerning the accuracy of cited data, nor is there any guarantee that any projection, forecast or opinion 
will be realized.  References to stocks, securities, ETF’s, Funds, and/or investments should not be considered recommendations to buy or sell.  Past 
performance is not a guide to future performance.  Securities that are referenced may be held in portfolios managed by INTAC and/or by principals, employees 
and associates of INTAC, and such references should not be deemed as an understanding of any future position, buying or selling, that may be taken by INTAC.  
We extensively include research, analysis, charts and/or quotes from reports, articles, and commentaries published by other sources we deem to be reputable 
(e.g. the world’s best performing Gold & Precious Metals Fund Managers, leading Independent Macro Economic Research Firms, award winning buyside 
and sell side research, etc.).  The research, analysis, charts and/or quotes and materials that we reproduce are selected because, in our view, they provide an 
interesting, provocative and/or enlightening perspective on current events that complement our extensive research and analysis (i.e. on Fundamentals, Interest 
Rates & Inflation, Inter Markets, Fund Flows, COT & Gold ETF Positioning, Elliot Wave Principles, Sentiment, Cycles, and Technical Analysis).  Their 
reproduction in no way implies that we endorse any part of the material or investment recommendations published on those reports and sites. 
 
THIS DOCUMENT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND ARE NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 
 
No offer to buy or sell securities is made by this commentary.  This commentary is intended for sophisticated and/or professional accredited investors or 
investment managers only.  This commentary is intended to provide a summary description of INTAC’s investment views at the date of publication.  Prospective 
investors are encouraged to obtain independent investment, legal, and taxation advice concerning any investment(s) and should not base their decision(s) on 
whether to invest in any investment(s) upon the material provided herein. 
 
There are no representations and/or warranties made herein by INTAC, its associated companies, and related shareholders, directors, management, 
employees, and/or agents (in the aggregate being “the Agent”) and investors will only be able to rely on the representations and warranties contained in a 
subscription agreement or other investment documentation that may be entered into with the Agent.  This document is strictly confidential and neither this 
document nor any of its contents are to be distributed to third parties without the prior written consent of the Agent. 
 
This document is not, and under no circumstances is it to be construed as an advertisement and/or a public offering of any investments.  No securities regulatory 
authority or similar authority has reviewed or in any way passed upon this commentary or the merits of this information.  This document has been prepared 
for information purposes only with its intended use solely being to assist clients and prospective investors in evaluating the Agent’s investment views and 
related investment strategies.  By viewing this document or any other information in connection with an investment through the Agent, the client and/or 
prospective investor agrees: (1) to keep strictly confidential the contents of this document and such other information and not to disclose such document, the 
contents thereof or any such information to any third party or otherwise use the information for any purpose other than evaluation by such client or prospective 
investor for its intended use; and (2) not to copy all or any portion of this document, or any such other information. 
 
Nothing in this content should be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell shares of any investment in any jurisdiction where the offer or solicitation 
would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction, nor is it intended as investment, tax, financial, or legal advice. Investors should seek such 
professional advice for their particular situation and jurisdiction. 
 
No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made and no responsibility or liability is accepted by the Agent as to the accuracy or 
completeness of the information contained herein or any other information, representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, made by the Agent 
in connection with the offering and/or investment of any investments described and/or mentioned herein. 
 
FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION 
 
This document contains statements that, to the extent that they are not historical fact, may constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of any 
applicable securities legislation.  Any statements regarding future-plans, objectives or economic performance of the Agent, or the assumption underlying any 
of the foregoing, constitute forward-looking information.  This document uses words such as “may”, “would”, “could”, “will”, “likely”, “except”, 
“anticipate”, “believe”, “intend”, “plan”, “forecast”, “project”, “estimate”, “outlook”, and other similar expressions to identify forward-looking 
statements.  Actual results, performance or achievement could differ materially from that expressed in or implied by; any forward-looking statements in this 
document, and, accordingly, clients and potential investors should not place undue reliance on any such forward-looking statements. 
 
Forward-looking information involves significant risks, assumptions, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual future results or anticipated events 
to differ materially from those expressed or implied in any forward-looking statements and accordingly, should not be read as guarantees of future performance 
or results.  Any forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which such statement is made, and the Agent disclaims any intention or obligation to 
update or revise any forward-looking information, where as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required by applicable law. 
 
Source: INTAC 
Author: James Mark Plaxton 
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